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Passive components are electrical components that do not provide amplification 

or gain. The primary functions of passive components are to manage buses, bias, 

decouple power and ground (bypass), filter, tune, convert, sense and protect. In 2001, 

passive devices accounted for 91% of all components, 41% of board area and 92% of all 

solder joints in an electronic system but only 2.6% were integrated in some fashion.  The 

integrated circuit industry is achieving faster speeds by shrinking technology. This 

dictates that the passive solution must also shrink. In addition, the need to drive out every 

cent of costs, improve product reliability and the high passive to active ratios have 

motivated system manufacturers to consider higher levels of passive integration. These 

factors have increased interest in embedded passives. 

This research examines the size and cost tradeoffs associated with the use of 

embedded passive technology for resistors and capacitors, and creates the models and 

methodology necessary to determine the coupled size/cost impact of embedding passives. 

It also examines the effects of embedding resistors on profit margin and throughput. A 

version of the model for performing tradeoff analyses is delivered via the CALCE 

Consortium and used by board manufacturers and system designers at this time. The 



models developed have also been used to determine the optimal number of passive 

devices to embed in a given system by implementing them within a Multi-Population 

Genetic Algorithm (MPGA).  Boards from several different applications are analyzed to 

demonstrate the applicability of the models and the optimization approach.     

The effect of board size on the optimum embedded passive solution was studied 

and an assessment of whether better system solutions can be found was performed.  The 

analysis has shown that the system size limitation when embedded passives are used is 

not only dependent on the quantity, type, and electrical properties of the embeddable 

components, but is, in fact, more dependent on layout constraints associated with the 

placement of the non-embeddable parts. Studies indicate that the higher the embeddable 

passive density, the greater the probability that placement can be improved when passives 

are embedded.  
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Passive Components   

By definition, passive components are devices that dissipate power or store 

energy, as opposed to active devices, such as transistors, that generate power gain [1]. 

Traditional passives are discrete devices, singular components enclosed in a single case, 

that are either through-hole or surface mounted onto a substrate.  They are commonly 

referred to as "glue components" since they electrically "glue" integrated circuits (ICs) 

together to make the system. The most common examples of passive components are 

resistors, capacitors and inductors and their primary functions are to manage buses, bias, 

decouple power and ground (bypass), filter, tune, convert, sense and protect. Passive 

components are manufactured in many physical forms including discrete devices, 

integrated passive devices (arrays or networks), and embedded passives.  Table 1-1 

compares the various physical forms.   
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Table 1-1:  Passive component’s physical forms comparison [2]   

Discrete   Arrays and 
Networks   

Integrated Passive 
Devices (IPD)   

Embedded (Integral) 
Passives   

Definition   A single passive 
element 
(capacitor, 
resistor or 
inductor) in a 
leaded or surface-
mount case.   

Passive arrays 
combine multiple 
passive elements of 
like function (e.g., 
all capacitors or all 
resistors) in a single 
surface-mount case.  
Networks combine 
passives or more 
than one function 
(e.g., capacitors + 
resistors) in a single 
surface-mount case. 
A network typically 
contains 4 to 12 
elements.   

Multiple passive 
elements of more than 
one function and 
possibly a few active 
elements (e.g., resistors 
+ capacitors + diodes) 
in a single surface 
mount or ship scale 
package. Typically an 
IPD contains more than 
20 elements.  IPDs 
may also be referred to 
as “super components.”   

Passive devices that are 
buried in the substrate 
material rather than 
being mounted on top.   

Cost   Good–The 
benchmark for all 
other 
technologies.   

Better when local 
densities have 4 to 8 
devices close 
together.   

Better when high local 
densities are 
application specific   

Better when average 
component density is 
above 3 devices/cm2 . 
Cost is panel size 
dependent.   

Size   Good–Board area 
required for each 
and every device   

Better–50% and 
greater board area 
savings over 
discretes.  

Better–Application 
specific IPDs can 
replace dozens of 
components.   

Best–No surface board 
area required because 
the devices are buried.   

Performance   Good–Self-
resonates at low 
frequencies.   

Good–Self-resonates 
at low frequencies.   

Better–Qualified out to 
several gigahertz 
(GHz).   

Best–Ideal components; 
when buried underneath 
the integrated circuit 
(IC), it serves mainly to 
decrease lead length and 
avoid build up 
inductance of the 
connection loops.   

Reliability   Good–Heavy use 
of solder joints   

Better–Reduces 
solder joints slightly.  

Better–Significantly 
reduces solder joints.   

Best–Elimination of 
solder joints.   

Flexibility   Best–Flexible for 
both design and 
manufacturing 

Better than IPDs and 
embedded passives.   

Better than embedded 
passives.   

Good–Requires 
modeling and 
simulation.   

Time to 
Market   

Best–Flexibility 
allows quick 
turns.   

Better–Simple quad 
and octal arrays can 
be designed in 
quickly  

Good–IPDs require 
additional design 
iterations for 
wireability.   

Fair–Most board shops 
require at least 5 to 7 
days to fabricate an 
embedded passives 
board.   

Availability   Best–Highly 
available from 
multiple sources.   

Better–Standard 
parts from multiple 
suppliers.   

Better–Non-standard 
parts from multiple 
suppliers.   

Fair–Few suppliers.   

Values   Best–All values 
available at 
commodity 
prices.   

Better–Thick film 
arrays offer high 
values.   

Good–Thin films have 
limited capacitor 
values.   

Good–Currently limited 
to low values   

Tolerances   Best–Tight 
tolerances at 
commodity 
prices.   

Better–Both offer 
tight tolerances.   

Better–Thin films offer 
tight tolerances.   

Good–Loose tolerance, 
generally 5 to 10%.   
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1.2 Passive Growth   

In 2000, the passive component market share in the US was estimated at $17.9 

billion [3]. It is a huge, multi-billion dollar business, supporting electronic products in 

automotive, telecommunications, computer and consumer industries, for digital, analog 

and mixed signal applications. The resistor market in North America is expected to 

continue to be driven by the telecommunications and computer industries. Currently, 

Southeast Asia holds the largest share of the market at 47.1%, and it is driven by strong 

demand in the consumer electronics industry [4]. The US demand for passive 

components is forecast to increase 3.7 percent per year to $21.4 billion in 2005 [3].   

Passive components are continuing to increase in use in electronic systems. There 

are a large number of passive components that are used in consumer electronic products 

such as VCRs, camcorders, television tuners, and other communication devices. Many 

analysts believed discrete passives would “integrate” away into integrated circuits, 

however, exactly the opposite has occurred [5].  In 1984, passive devices represented 

25% of all components on printed circuit boards; by 1998 this fraction grew over 90% 

(Figure 1-1). In 2001, passive devices accounted for 91% of all components, 41% of the 

board area and 29% of all solder joints [6].   
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Studies have shown that the number of passive components is still greater than 

80% of the total part count (e.g., Figure 1-1) and the passive-to-active ratios continue to 

rise in applications like PDAs, cellular phone and other portable electronic devices [8]. 

Table 1-2 also illustrates the passive-to-active ratio in recent products.    

Table 1-2:  Passive-to-active ratio of recent products [9] 
System Total Passives Total Ics Ratio 

Cellular Phones 
Ericsson DH338 Digital 
Ericsson E237 Analog 
Philips PR93 Analog 
Nokia 2110 Digital 
Motorola Mrl 1.8 GHz 
Casio PH-250 
Motorola StarTAC 
Matsushita NTT DoCoMo 

 
359 
243 
283 
432 
389 
373 
993 
492 

 
25 
14 
11 
21 
27 
29 
45 
30 

 
14:1 
17:1 
25:1 
20:1 
14:1 
13:1 
22:1 
16:1 

Consumer Portable 
Motorola Tango Pager 
Casio QV10 Digital Camera 
1990 Sony Camcorder 
Sony Handy Cam DCR-PC7 

 
437 
489 
1226 
1329 

 
15 
17 
14 
43 

 
29:1 
29:1 
33:1 
31:1 

Other Communication 
Motorola Pen Pager 
Infotac Radio Modem 
Data Race Fax-Modem 

 
142 
585 
101 

 
3 
24 
74 

 
47:1 
24:1 
7:1 

PDA 
Sony Magic Link 

 
538 

 
74 

 
7:1 
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Figure 1-1:  Growth of passive components in electronic systems [7] 
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Given the steady growth of passive utilization, the drive for miniaturization of 

electronic systems, the electronics industry has been forced to seek innovative ways to 

satisfy demands to pack more functionality into less space and reduce costs. The industry 

has responded by developing smaller discrete passive components and improved 

efficiencies and automation in the assembly process. One of the solutions to 

accommodate passive growth is integrating multiple passives together within a single 

package as networks or arrays of passives.  According to a study by Prismark Partners 

LLC in 1996, 880 billion passive components were built of which only 2.6%, (22.86 

billion passive components) were integrated and a more recent study showed that in 2001 

alone, approximately 1 trillion passive components were consumed with still only 26 

billion, or 2.6%, passive devices integrated in some fashion [6].  This shows that although 

there has been an increase in the integration of passive the percentage of integration has 

remained the same over the years.  Table 1-3 provides a market forecast for passive 

arrays through 2004.   

Table 1-3:  Passive array forecast [6]  
2000 2004  

Units* Value** Units* Value** 
Resistor Chip Arrays 6.60 $99.0 10.8 $140.0 
Capacitor Chip Arrays 1.47 $102.6 2.36 $145.0 
R/C Networks and Arrays (Chips) 0.36 $33.0 0.58 $46.6 
Total Chip Arrays (Chips) 8.43 $234.6 13.74 $331.6 
Total Thin Film Arrays and Networks 0.85 $55.0 2.0 $105.0 
Total Arrays (Thick and Thin Film) 9.28 $289.6 15.74 $436.6 
*    Billion 
**  Million 

 

Integrating passives into arrays and networks can reduce assembly costs and free 

surface space on substrates, however, the per unit cost of integrated passives remains 

higher than the discrete passive components they replace. The needs to reduce cost, 

miniaturization, improved product reliability and the passive to active ratios have brought 
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about interest in embedded passives. Embedded passives (EPs) are buried inside the 

substrate material, and while EPs will never replace all passive components, they provide 

a potential advantage for many applications.   

1.3 Embedded Passives (EPs)   

Passives, embedded into a substrate, are considered the Holy Grail in terms of 

integration [10]. Embedded passives, also known as “integral” passives, are passive 

components buried within the layers of the interconnecting substrate (the substrate is the 

electrical interconnection between the components, e.g., a printed circuit board). The 

substrate could be ceramic, a laminate (e.g., printed circuit board), or a deposited thin 

film. As long as the passive elements are inside of the substrate, they are called 

embedded passives.  The defining characteristic for embedded passives is the fact that the 

device does not need to be mounted on or connected to the exposed substrate surface [2]. 

It provides the ability to free surface space area to add more active devices and has the 

potential of increasing functionality in small electronic systems.  Although capacitors, 

resistors and inductors are all candidates for embedding, current interests are focusing on 

capacitors and resistors since they represent the majority of passive devices used on a 

circuit board. Inductors are currently used in such low quantities, that the equivalent per 

part cost is too high to incorporate any special processes or materials to make embedding 

inductors economically viable. The generic single board computer is generally composed 

of 5% integrated circuits, 4% connectors, 40% capacitors, 33% resistors and 18% 

miscellaneous parts [12]. Both embedded resistors and capacitors can be fabricated in 

singulated value form while capacitors can also be manufactured in distributed planar 

form.  Figure 1-2 shows a cross sectional view of a printed circuit board containing 
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embedded passive components freeing up real estate on the substrate surface, which can 

be used for integrated circuits for added functionality or the board size can be decreased 

to obtain a smaller footprint.       

Figure 1-3 shows the real estate savings and size reduction that is possible (in 

part) by embedding passives.   

Figure 1-2: Cross-sectional view of a printed circuit board [11] 

100% 40% size reduction

FR4 Microvia board with 
embedded passives

100% 40% size reduction

FR4 Microvia board with 
embedded passives  

Figure 1-3: Real estate savings and size reduction by embedding
passives (Nortel Networks)
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1.3.1 Embedded Resistors   

Thin and thick-film technologies are used to manufacture embedded resistors by 

depositing and pattering layers of resistive material in conjunction with an interconnect 

line within a substrate as shown in Figure 1-4. Replacing surface mount resistors with 

embedded resistors aids in achieving faster bus speed by increasing transmission 

efficiencies. In addition to increasing transmission efficiencies and making available real 

estate on the board surface, embedded resistors also improve reliability through the 

elimination of the solder joints and plated through-hole connections.   

There are two methods for implementing embedded resistors: the additive and the 

subtractive methods. In the additive method resistive material is either plated or screen-

printed onto the inner layer of the substrate. In the subtractive method a layer pair in the 

printed circuit board is dedicated for the resistive material, material is removed from the 

layer to form individual resistors via an etching process. Figure 1-5 illustrates both the 

additive and subtractive resistor methods of fabrication. Table 1-4 highlights companies 

involved in embedded resistor technologies, the materials they use and their 

corresponding approach for fabrication.   

Screen Printed 
Resistive Paste
Screen Printed 
Resistive Paste

 
Figure 1-4: Embedded resistor (Ibiden Circuits of America) 
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Table 1-4: Companies producing embedded resistor material technologies 
Company Technology Approach 

Asahi Kasei Corporation Carbon paste (polymer thick film) Subtractive 
DuPont Ceramic (polymer thick film) Additive 
Gould Electronics Thin metal on copper Subtractive 
Ibiden Unknown-internal development  
MacDermid Plated nickel phosphorus Additive 
Multiline International Europea, LP Carbon paste (polymer thick film) Subtractive 
Mitsui Thin metal on copper Subtractive 
Ohmega Technologies Nickel phosphorus on copper Subtractive 
Shipley Thin metal on copper Subtractive 

 

Some embedded system applications may require tight design tolerances on 

embedded resistor values. Laser trimming of the resistive material on the layer pair 

achieves these tight tolerances. Figure 1-6 shows various types of laser cuts used to 

increase the value of embedded resistors and satisfy these tolerances.   

Laminate

Copper

M-Pass™ Resistor MacDermid

Gould

Copper foil
NiCr or NiCrAlSi resistive layer

Substrate

Electroplated NiP

(Additive process)

Gould (Subtractive process)

Laminate
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M-Pass™ Resistor MacDermid

Gould

Copper foil
NiCr or NiCrAlSi resistive layer

Substrate

Electroplated NiP

(Additive process)

Gould (Subtractive process)

Figure 1-5: Additive and subtractive methods of embedded resistor fabrication 
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1.3.2 Embedded Capacitors   

Embedded capacitors are expected to provide faster clock speeds and manage 

switching noise in systems.  Like embedded resistors they also contribute to the freeing 

up of real estate on the board surface, board size reduction and reduce signal-travel 

distances. Embedded capacitors are formed by inserting an insulating dielectric material 

between two conductive layers in the PCB as shown in Figure 1-7.  

Trim Figure E.  Serpentine 

Trim Figure A.  Untrimmed 

Trim Figure D.  Double plunge 

Trim Figure F.  Scan 

Trim Figure B.  L-Cut 

Trim Figure C.  Single plunge 

  1

   

   2 
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flow 

Copper 
traces 

 
Resistive 
material 

 

 
Figure 1-6: Various cuts used by industry for obtaining the resistor value [13] 

Dielectric materialDielectric material Conductive 
Layers 

Figure 1-7: Embedded capacitor (Ibiden Circuits of America) 
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There are a wide variety of dielectric materials and technology providers available 

for embedded capacitor technology. Table 1-5 provides the names of various companies 

that are involved in embedded capacitor technologies and the materials they manufacture.   

Table 1-5: Companies producing embedded capacitor material technologies [14] 
Company Technology 

3M Filled resin (sheet) 
Asahi Chemical Chemical filled paste 
Dupont Filled and unfilled polyimide film/copper 
Dupont Polymer thick film 
Dupont Filled polyimide paste 
Hitachi Chemical filled resin 
Ibiden Unknown-internal development 
MicroCoatings Thin film on dielectric/copper 
Mitsui  
Nippon Paint Filled resin (liquid and sheet) 
Sanmina ZBC Filled resin 
Shipley Thin film on dielectric/copper 
Vantico Filled liquid 

   

1.3.3 Embedded Inductors   

Embedded inductors are fabricated by forming a spiral out of an interconnect 

material with fine line capabilities (25-50 micron) small vias (25-50 micron) and thin 

dielectrics (25-50 microns) as shown in Figure 1-8. Although about 80% of the inductors 

used in hand-held products are low enough in value (less than 200 nH) and would be 

small enough in size (2 to 4 mm) that they could be embedded directly into the wiring of 

Figure 1-8:  Embedded inductor design 
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a suitable substrate they are not prime candidates for embedding [3]. This is due to the 

fact that inductors are used in such low quantities that the equivalent per component cost 

will be too high to incorporate any special processes or materials to embed them into the 

substrate manufacturing process [15].    

Conventional surface mount technology will most likely remain the best design 

choice for inductors in the foreseeable future.  Therefore, inductors are not considered 

within this research effort.   

1.3.4 Embedded Passive Advantages   

Driven by performance, size and economic concerns, embedded passives were 

introduced to the market in the early 1980s.  The potential advantages offered as a result 

of embedded passives include:   

• Increased circuit density through saving real-estate on PCB substrates   

• Improved electrical properties through additional termination, filtering and 

shortening electrical connection opportunities   

• Cost reduction through increased manufacturing automation   

• Increased product quality through the elimination of incorrectly attached devices, 

and   

• Improved reliability through eliminating solder joints   

1.3.5 Specific Applications   

Embedded passives are an attractive alternative for attaining higher passive 

integration in the telecommunications, automotive, avionics, medical equipment, and 

GPSs electronic industry. Embedded passive have been used in the following 

applications:    
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• Digital electronics for pull-up/pull-down on open collectors for gate inputs   

• Line terminations   

• LED current limiting   

• Switch pad potentiometers and power dividers   

• Microwave attenuators   

• Parallel and series terminating resistors fabricated into voltage plans of emitter-

coupled logic circuitry   

• Series terminating resistors for high-speed CMOS applications, and   

• Isolation resistors for burn-in boards   

Companies currently making use of embedded passives include:   

Alcatel Bell 
CTS Microelectronics Cannon 
Codex Concurrent Computer 
Control Data Corporation Cray Research 
Data General Harris Computer 
Hewlett Packard IBM 
Intel Loral Defense 
Loral Space MIPS 
Motorola NCR 
National Instruments National Semiconductor 
Nikon Pentax 
Raytheon Seagate Technology 
Sequent Computer Siemens 
Sun Microsystems  

 

An increase in the use of embedded passive technology is expected over the next 

few years which will further decrease the cost of implementing the technology in a 

fashion similar to what was witness by the PCB industry when the move was made from 

through hole assembly to surface mount assembly. In the early days, surface mount 

components were many times more expensive than through hole components and new 

surface mount assembly equipment costs were off the charts. As time went on, the cost of 
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the components, assembly equipment and all of the other infrastructure came down, so 

that today, in most cases, it is less expensive to build a surface mount assembly than a 

through hole assemble. Table 1-6 provides the projected market share for embedded 

resistors and capacitors in 2004.   

Table 1-6:  Projected market share of embedded resistors and capacitors in 2004 [16]  
Projected Market Share for 
embedded passives in 2004 Type of Application 

Resistors Capacitors 
Hand Held 64% 58% 
High Performance 40% 40% 
Cost/Performance 20% 20% 
Low Cost 10% 10% 
Harsh Environment 20% 20% 

 
1.4 Embedded Passive Economics   

Miniaturization is currently a major driver within the electronics industry. Passive 

components are under serious scrutiny because they constitute the vast majority of 

components placed on a PCB. The embedded passives technology presents the PCB 

manufacturing industry with an avenue to attain the miniaturization that they are after.   

There are several inhibitors that are likely to keep embedded passive components from 

reaching their full market potential including the following:   

• Need to demonstrate the technical viability of embedded passive substrates, 

including materials, processes, design and test system;   

• Need to demonstrate the value or economic justification for substituting 

embedded passive technology for discrete capacitor and resistors;   

• Potential delay to the product development cycle. Designing substrates that 

include embedded passives takes longer and CAD software tools that support it 

are either not available or immature. The economic impact of a product delay 
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could easily out way any cost saving in size reduction or conversion costs;   

• Embedded passives reduce engineering and manufacturing flexibility.    

• Qualification - most of the processes, materials, vendors and products in this 

space are not yet qualified;   

• Lack of availability from multiple suppliers;   

Industry standards are required to capture the true market potential for this 

technology. However, the foremost concern of the embedded passive technology is 

whether the technology is economically feasible. Potentially the biggest single question 

about embedded passives is their cost, "…of all the inhibitors to achieving an acceptable 

market for integral substrates, the demonstration of cost savings is paramount" [9].  There 

is considerable controversy, however, as to whether the applications fabricated using 

embedded passives will be able to compete economically with discrete passive 

technology. On the bright side, the use of embedded passives reduces assembly costs, 

shrinks the required board size, and negates the cost of purchasing and handling discrete 

passive components.  However, these economic advantages must be traded off against the 

increased cost (per unit area) of boards fabricated with embedded passives (a situation 

that will not disappear over time) and decreased throughput of the board fabrication 

process.   

1.5 Dissertation Overview   

The objective of this dissertation is to enable cost/size tradeoff analysis for the 

selective conversion of conventional passives to embedded passives.  The cost/size 

tradeoff analysis capability will be used to determine the optimum set of conventional 

passives to replace with embedded passives on an application-specific basis. This 
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research provides a tool to determine the circumstances under which (and for what type 

of applications) it is economically viable to consider using the embedded passives 

technology. Only resistors and capacitors are considered herein (the quantities of 

inductors in systems are relatively small, and current methods of embedding inductors are 

not considered practical).  This work will also only specifically consider embedding into 

Printed Circuit Boards (as opposed to ceramic or thin film substrates), however, the 

model and design methodology developed herein could be applied to other substrate 

types with very little or no modification.  The specific tasks that have been completed to 

attain the objectives set forth above are:   

Task 1: Develop a board sizing (including layer count prediction) model that accounts   

for routing changes due to embedding of passives.   

Task 2: Develop a manufacturing cost model for embedded passive substrate 

fabrication and system manufacturing that can be integrated with the size 

analysis in Task 1.   

Task 3: Implement a Multi-Population Genetic Algorithm optimization approach that 

allows the optimum mixture of discrete and embedded passives to be 

determined on an application-specific basis.   

Task 4: Perform case studies to demonstrate and exercise the models and solution 

methodologies. The case studies demonstrate the applicability and limitations 

of existing modeling approaches as opposed to the new models developed in 

this dissertation, and the utility of optimizing the embedded passive content in 

systems.   

Chapter 2 describes the approach to the development of the cost and size model 
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for embedding resistors and capacitors. Chapter 3 provides the results generated using the 

model developed in Chapter 2 for embedding resistors and capacitors in several different 

applications.   

In Chapter 4, a Multi-Population Genetic Algorithm search is applied to the 

model developed in Chapter 2.  An application from Chapter 3 is analyzed to obtain the 

optimal solution and demonstrate the approach. The results are also analyzed to study the 

sensitivity of the system cost to the design variables. 

In Chapter 5, a real application, the SENDO M550 GSM cell phone main board, 

is analyzed to demonstrate the applicability of the model developed herein. Chapter 6 

examines the effect of board size on the optimum solution (minimum cost solution) and 

assesses whether better system solutions can be found by varying or constraining the size 

of the board in different ways. Chapter 7 discuses the contributions of this research and 

conclude the dissertation.   
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CHAPTER 2 EMBEDDED PASSIVE COST/SIZE MODEL   

As discussed in Chapter 1, although the embedded passive technology potentially 

offers many benefits to the electronics industry, in order to make it a viable widespread 

technology the cost has to be addressed. It will be extremely difficult for the embedded 

passive technology to compete with the existing surface mount technology (SMT) 

discrete passives if its economic impact is not fully understood.  The motivation for this 

work is to explore the potential cost savings that are present in the embedded passive 

technology and to identify the system variables for which the system cost is most 

sensitive. The model developed in this chapter addresses Tasks 1 and 2, and represents 

the analysis engine around which an optimization methodology can be built (Chapter 4). 

The model in this chapter is expected to, by itself, result in a tool that enables tradeoff 

analysis between conventional discrete passive systems and systems with embedded 

passives technology at an application-specific level.   

Currently there are two well-known methods for doing cost models in electronics 

manufacturing, namely, Bottoms-up and Top-down methods.  Bottoms-up is the cost 

derived by accumulating detailed estimates from individual fabrication and 

manufacturing processes or process steps. Bottoms-up modeling allows the impacts of 

major and minor changes of processes to be quantified, minimizes the risk of missing 

significant contributor to system cost, and is often used to calibrate Top-down models. 

The difficulty with Bottoms-up models are that the input data required by the model may 

not be available and the models may never lead to a system-level answer since it gets 

stuck in component-level analysis. Alternatively, Top–down models cost is derived from 

major system attributes. Top-down models provide system-level answers with relatively 
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simple models that can be evolutionarily improved by adding more layers of detail. Top-

down models ultimately yield more practical solutions for performing system-level 

tradeoffs on application-specific variations of the use of a technology than Bottoms-up 

and the data required by the model is usually readily available. The one potential problem 

with Top-down modeling is that the utility decreases when the technology varies widely, 

i.e., they work well as long as they contain the appropriate attributes of the technologies 

being considered. The cost model developed in this section employs a parametric Top-

down approach.   

2.1 Model Development   

The model developed to analyze embedded passive cost trade off is summarized 

in Figure 2-1.  Qualitatively the model in Figure 2-1 works in the following way:   

1. Accumulate the area of the footprints of discrete passives to be embedded.     

2. Reduce board area by the accumulated discrete passive area from step 1 

maintaining the aspect ratio of the original board.  This step is optional, i.e., the 

board area may be fixed.   

3. Plated or Printed Resistors: Determine the area occupied by each plated or printed 

embedded resistor on wiring layers.  Perform routing analysis removing nets and 

vias associated with resistors that are embedded and accounting for area blocked 

by embedded resistors on wiring layers.  Routing is assumed to be unaffected by 

discrete resistors embedded using Ohmega-Ply® or similar dedicated layer 

subtractive approaches.  Bypass Capacitors (distributed capacitors): All nets and 

vias associated with embedded bypass capacitors are removed from the routing 

problem. Singulated Capacitors: Assume that embedded singulated capacitors do 
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not affect routing analysis. Using these assumptions determine the relative change 

in routing resources due to embedding selected passives.   

4. Using the layer requirements, the relative routing requirements for the embedded 

substrate and either a fixed measure of the routing efficiency associated with the 

conventional board or a range of possible efficiencies determined under the 

assumption that the conventional version of the board did not include any more 

layer pairs than it needed to route the problem, compute the number of required 

layer pairs for the embedded passive implementation.   

5. Determine the yield of layer pairs that include embedded passives.   

6. Determine the trimming cost for embedded resistors.  The necessity of trimming 

is determined by the resistor’s tolerance.  The application-specific cost per trim is 

determined by modeling the throughput of a laser trimming process.   

7. Compute the number of boards per panel from the board size (number-up) and the 

effective panel fabrication costs from the layer and material requirements, yields, 

and resistor trimming costs.   

8. Determine the relative board fabrication profit margin from layer pair throughput 

modeling.   

9. Accumulate assembly cost, test, rework, and board fabrication costs (with profit 

margin) to obtain total relative cost.   

The analysis in Figure 2-1 focuses on generating the differences in system cost 

between embedded passive and discrete passive solutions, therefore all cost elements that 

are approximately equivalent for the embedded and conventional system are ignored, 

e.g., all functional testing of the system and, procurement and assembly costs associated 
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with non-embeddable parts. In the tradeoff analysis, accurately predicting differences in 

performance, size, cost, or reliability are more important than predicting accurately the 

actual properties.   

 

The objective of the model developed and demonstrated in this research is to 

capture the economic impact of the following competing effects when embedded passives 

are present in the board:   

• Decreased board area due to a reduction in the number of discrete passive 

components   

• Decreased wiring density requirements due to the embedding of resistors and 

bypass capacitors into the board   

• Increased wiring density requirements due to the decreased size of the board   

• Increased number of boards fabricated on a panel due to decreased board size   

• Increased board cost per unit area   
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Figure 2-1: Model developed for the analysis of embedded passive cost and size impact on
electronic systems 
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• Decreased board yield   

• Decreased board fabrication throughput   

• Decreased assembly costs   

• Increased overall assembly yield   

• Decreased assembly-level rework.   

Due to the opposing nature of many of the effects listed above, the overall 

economic impact of replacing discrete passives with embedded passives is not trivial to 

determine and, in general, yields application-specific guidelines instead of general rules 

of thumb.  In fact the very nature of tradeoff analysis is one in which the greater the 

detail necessary to accurately model a system, the less general and more application-

specific the result.   

2.1.1 Existing Embedded Passives Cost Modeling Work   

Several authors have addressed cost analysis for embedded passives and thus 

provide varying degrees of insight into the economic impact of converting discrete 

passives to embed. The target of all these economic analyses is to determine the effective 

cost of converting selected discrete passive components to embedded components.  The 

most common approach to economic analysis of embedded passives is to: 1) reduce the 

system cost by the purchase price and conversion costs1 associated with the replaced 

discrete passives, 2) reduce the board size by the sum of the layout areas associated with 

the replaced discrete passives and determine the new number of boards on the panel, and 

3) determine the new board cost based on a higher per unit area cost for the embedded 

passive panel fabrication and the new number-up computed in step 2.  The results of 

these three steps determine the new system cost.  The effects included in this first-order 
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approach are critical, however, the approach ignores several additional elements, most 

notably: decreased throughput for embedded passive board fabrication means that board 

fabricators will have to use higher profit margins for embedded passive boards to justify 

their production on lines that could otherwise be producing conventional boards; routing 

analysis of the board to determine not only what layers may be omitted, but what layers 

may have to be added to maintain sufficient wiring capacity as passives are embedded 

and the board is allowed to shrink; yield of both discrete passive components and the 

variation in board yield due to embedding passives; and potential reductions in rework 

costs (due to both assembly defects and intrinsic functional defects) associated with 

discrete passives.   

Brown [17] presents an outline of all the potential contributions to the life cycle 

cost of embedded passives.  Brown then provides a quantitative evaluation similar to the 

process outlined above for digital and RF applications.  Brown concludes that the more 

you integrate at the design level, the higher the likely cost savings and that in the 

applications considered by Brown, embedded passive allowed a possible savings that 

ranged from 27 to 73% over conventional implementations.  Rector [9] provided the 

economic analysis that appeared in the 1998 NEMI Passive Component Technology 

roadmap [18] using the first-order approach outlined above.  Rector concludes that 

embedded passives can be economically feasible, but only if one considers more than the 

effects in the first-order model outlined above, but does not provide a quantitative 

analysis to support this supposition.  Ohmega Technologies Inc. has also generated a cost 

model for assessing cost tradeoffs associated with it’s Ohmega-Ply® embedded resistor 

material, [19].  The Ohmega cost model follows the first-order approach described above, 

                                                                                                                                                 
1 Conversion costs are the handling, storage and assembly costs associated with a discrete component. 
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and includes yield and rework effects.  Ohmega concludes that 2-4 embeddable resistors 

per square inch are required to make the use of the Ohmega-Ply material economically 

practical.   

The most detailed analysis to date is from Realff and Power [20].  Realff and 

Power developed a technical cost model for board fabrication and assembly.  The model 

includes test (board and assembly), yield, and rework.  The focus of the model is on the 

equipment requirements, under the assumption that embedded resistors are fabricated 

using a dedicated resistor layer, they conclude that for embedded resistors to have a 

significant impact on the cost of a system, their use must allow the removal of equipment 

or in some other way fundamentally change the assembly process (e.g., changing from 

double to single sided assembly).  Only embedded resistors are considered in [20]; Power 

et al. [20] extend the model in [21] to embedded capacitors and cast it in the form of an 

optimization problem targeted at choosing which discrete passives to embedded based on 

an assumption of assembly and substrate manufacturing process details, and material 

properties.   

Another analysis that recently appeared focused on design tradeoffs for a GPS 

front end, [22]. This analysis includes detailed cost modeling of thin-film embedded 

resistors and capacitors performed using the Modular Optimization Environment 

software tool from ETH.   

The model developed in this chapter incorporates quantitative routing estimation 

and assesses board fabrication throughput impacts for setting profit margins on board 

fabrication; these are effects that have not been included in previous models.  Also, 

different technology assumptions than those used in the analyses discussed above were 
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made, i.e.,   

1. Embedded resistors are fabricated directly on wiring layers via printing or plating 

a resistive material directly on a wiring layer only where an embedded resistor is 

required (e.g., [23], [24]) – as opposed to requiring dedicated embedded resistor 

layers as assumed previously, [19] and [20].     

2. Bypass capacitors are embedded by dielectric substitution into an existing 

reference plane layer (as opposed to layer pair addition).  

3. Singulated embedded capacitors if present are fabricated via dedicated layer pair 

addition.   

2.1.2 Size/Cost Model Description   

This section describes a new model that incorporates the additional effects 

discussed in Section 2.1.1 and allows size/cost tradeoff analysis for systems containing 

embedded resistors and capacitors (embedded inductors are not addressed in this work).   

Board Size and Routing Calculations   

As discrete passive components are converted to embedded passives, the physical 

size of the board can either remain fixed or is allowed to optionally decrease by the 

layout area associated with the discrete passives given by,   

( )( )SwSlAA i

N

1i
iconvnew ++−= ∑

=

     (1) 

where S is the minimum assembly spacing, li and wi are the length and width of the ith 

discrete passive, N is over all discrete passives that are converted to embedded passives, 

and Aconv is the conventional board area.  It is assumed that if the board is allowed to 

shrink, its aspect ratio is preserved, thus, the new board length (Lnew) and width (Wnew) 
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are given by,   
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where Lconv and Wconv are the length and width of the conventional board.  If the board is 

double sided, the calculation in (1) and (2) can be performed independently for each side 

of the board, the larger of the two sides determines the new board size.   

The area consumed by the embedded passives on internal layers impacts the 

tradeoff analysis by decreasing the wiring available on internal layers.  The area occupied 

by an embedded resistor on a board inner layer is given by,   
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where R is the value of the resistor, r is the resistivity of the resistor material (Ω/square), 

and m is the minimum feature size for embedded resistor fabrication.  Since embedded 

resistors are designed and fabricated to smaller (resistance) values than required and 

trimmed, a factor of 0.8 is included in (3).  The factor of 0.8 can be derived assuming a 

symmetric distribution of fabricated resistor values where the lowest trimmable resistor is 

55% of the application target value, a 5% design tolerance on the resistors, and 

maximizing the number of resistors between the high specification limit and the lowest 

trimmable resistor, see [25].     

There are two types of capacitors that must be considered - bypass (decoupling) 

capacitors, and non-bypass capacitors.  It is assumed that bypass capacitors can be 
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absorbed into dedicated bypass layer pairs (planar distributed capacitance layers) and the 

non-bypass capacitors must be fabricated individually on a dedicated capacitor layer pair 

if they are to be embedded.  The area occupied by an individual non-bypass embedded 

capacitor on a capacitor layer pair is,   

 
c
CAC =         (4) 

where C is the value of the capacitor, and c is the capacitance per unit area of the 

capacitor layer pair. Assuming square capacitors, the number of embedded capacitor 

layer pairs (for non-bypass capacitors) required in the board is given by, 
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where NC is the total number of non-bypass capacitors that are converted from discrete to 

individual embedded capacitors, and Sc is the effective spacing between individual 

embedded capacitors on the embedded capacitor layer pair.  Sc is usually set larger than 

the minimum spacing possible to allow for perforation of the embedded capacitor layer 

by vias and through holes, and to allow area for interconnection.   

Besides estimating the physical size of the board after the embedding of selected 

discrete passive components, routing requirements also needs to be considered.  The 

following routing assumptions are made with respect to embedded passives:   

The IO (effectively the nets and vias) associated with discrete resistors that are 

embedded are effectively removed from the routing problem, i.e., the embedded resistors 

are fabricated in series with the nets they are attached to on the wiring layers, however, 

the area occupied by the embedded resistors blocks routing and is accounted for, see (7). 
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Non-bypass discrete capacitors converted to embedded capacitors have no effect on the 

routing problem.  The IO (effectively the nets and vias) associated with discrete bypass 

capacitors converted to an embedded capacitor are effectively removed from the routing 

problem.   

With these assumptions and the routing information from the conventional 

implementation, the routing requirements, and thereby the number of layers required, for 

an implementation that includes embedded passives can be determined.  An estimation of 

the minimum number of layers required to route the application proceeds as follows,   
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where Ulimit is the maximum fraction of the theoretically available wiring in the board 

that can be used for routing, and Uconv is the fraction of that wiring that is actually used to 

route the conventional application.  The ratio of Uconv and Ulimit measures the routing 

efficiency of the conventional implementation. When the ratio is large (i.e., close to one), 

the implementation has effectively used all the wiring that is available and any additional 

wiring would require the addition of another layer pair or an increase in board area. At 

some smaller value, any decrease in wiring would allow the omission of a layer pair.   

The wiring blocked (Wblocked) by embedded resistors (length of wiring that can not 

be used) is given by 
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where, NR is the number of embedded resistors, Anew is given by (1) and AR is given by 

(3). The second multiplier is the wiring per layer in the embedded passive board with no 
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embedded resistors included ( Wlayer ). The total length of wiring used for the new 

implementation is given by,   

  ( )convusednewused WfW =        (8) 

where, f is the fractional change in required total wiring length. The wiring used in the 

conventional implementation is found from,   

  convavailconvused W=W        (9) 

where,
convavailW  is the total length of wiring theoretically available in the conventional 

board (
convlayerW  multiplied by the number of layers in the conventional board minus layers 

on which wiring is not done, e.g., reference planes).  Assuming that the total wiring 

length required is proportional to the total number of system IO that require routing (a 

fundamental assumption in routing estimation approaches that compare requirements and 

resources, [26]), f is found from, 

convIO

newIO
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where, BCRconvIOnewIO N22NNN −−= , the total number of system IO in the new 

implementation (assuming 2 IO per resistor and capacitor), assuming resistors are printed 

directly onto wiring layers 

NR = number of embedded resistors 

NBC = number of bypass capacitors absorbed into a bypass capacitance 

layer pairs 

convION = total number of system IO in the conventional implementation. 
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Note, N in (1) is NR + NC + NBC where NC is the number of non-bypass capacitors that 

are embedded into the board.  The number of IO in the conventional implementation is 

given by, 

( )1fanoutNN convnetsconvIO +=       (11) 

where fanout = average number of IO that a net attaches together minus one (assumed to 

be the same for the conventional and embedded  passives implementations) 

convnetsN = number of nets in the conventional implementation. 

Since layers occur in pairs in printed circuit board manufacturing, the result given 

by (6) is rounded up to the nearest multiple of two for use in the model.  Note, the final 

value of 
newlayersN  given by (6) is independent of 

convlayerW . 

Cost Analysis   

Using the size and routing relationships developed in the last section, we can predict the 

board fabrication costs. The price per conventional board is given by,   

( )
convup

layersconvpairlayer 
convconv N

NAC
M1P conv+=     (12) 

where 

M = profit margin (see throughput analysis below) 

Clayer pair = cost per unit area per layer pair 

convupN  = number up, number of boards that can be fabricated on a panel 

convlayersN  = total number of layers (wiring and reference) in the 

conventional implementation of the board. 

The 
convupN is computed from the board length and width, panel length and width, 

minimum spacing between boards, and the edge scrap allowance using the model in [27].  
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The price per embedded passives board is similar to (12), with the addition of the 

capacitor layer costs (if embedded bypass or non-bypass capacitors are present), 

( ) [ ]layer cap integrallayers cap integrallayer cap bypasslayers cap bypasslayersnewpairlayer 
newup

new
new CNCNNAreaC

N
M1

P
newnew

++
+

=

                                  

(13) 

where  

Nlayersnew = minimum number of layers required to route the application 

given by (6) 

Nembedded cap layers = number of embedded capacitor layers given by (5) 

Nbypass cap layers = number of bypass capacitor layers. 

The new layer pair cost in (13) is given by, 

( )( ) printnewuptrimR

N

1i
Rnewupmaterialresistor pairlayer pairlayer CNCNAreaNC  C  C

R

inew
+++= ′

=
∑

′

  (14) 

where, the sum in (14) is taken over all embedded resistors in the particular layer pair of 

interest (NR’), and  

Cresistor material = cost per unit area of the resistive material printed on the 

wiring layers to create embedded resistors 

Ctrim = the average cost of trimming one printed resistor 

Cprint = the average cost of printing or plating all embedded resistors onto 

one layer pair.  

The board price is combined with component-specific assembly, test, and rework 

costs to determine the system cost.  The average effective cost associated with a single 

instance of a discrete passive (after [28]) is computed as follows: 
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( )( )
( )( )handlingdiscreterework funcfunctional

handlingdiscretereworkassbly assembly

AOIassemblyhandlingdiscretediscrete

CPCY1                

CPCY1                

CCCPC

++−+

++−+

+++=

  (15) 

where, 

Pdiscrete = purchase price of a discrete passive component 

Chandling = storage and handling costs associated with a discrete passive 

component 

 Cassembly = the cost of assembly of a discrete passive component (per site) 

 CAOI = cost of inspecting a discrete passive component (per site) 

 Yassembly = assembly yield for discrete passive components 

 Yfunctional = functional yield of discrete passive components 

 Cassbly rework = cost of reworking an assembly fault (per site) 

 Cfunc rework = cost of diagnosing and reworking a functional fault. 

The (1-Yassembly) term in (15) represents the fraction of discrete passives requiring 

rework (replacement) due to assembly faults.  The (1-Yfunctional) term in (15) represents 

the fraction of discrete passives requiring rework (replacement) due to functional faults.  

Equation (15) assumes that all assembly and functional faults associated with discrete 

passives are diagnosable and reworkable.   

The total system cost (for relative comparison purposes) is given by, 

board

N

1i
idiscretesystem PCC

discrete

+= ∑
=

      (16) 

where 

 Cdiscretei = the cost associated with the ith discrete passive component from 

(15) 
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 Pboard = the board price from (12) or (13) 

 discreteN  = number of discrete passive components assembled on the board. 

Note, the following costs are not included in the formulation because they are assumed to 

be the same whether or not the system contains embedded passives: all functional testing 

costs are ignored, all costs associated with other non-embeddable system components are 

ignored. 

2.1.3 Profit Margin/Throughput Analysis   

A fundamental issue that has not been addressed in previous cost analyses 

associated with embedded passives is the throughput of the process that is used to 

manufacture the embedded passive boards.  Throughput is a measure of the number of 

products that can be produced in a given period of time, and is the inverse of the inter-

departure time (the time elapsed between completed products).  Throughput is key to 

understanding the profit margin that will be required to justify manufacturing embedded 

passive boards. The objective of this portion of the analysis is the computation of 

application-specific relative profit margin values for conventional and embedded  passive 

versions of a board.   

Embedded Passive Processing Time Model and Cycle Time Analysis   

The processing time for the embedded passive boards is inherently longer than the 

processing time for the conventional boards since there are a number of additional 

process steps involve in the manufacture of embedded passive boards. The processing 

steps for the conventional and embedded passive board including processing time models 

for each process step are listed and discussed in [37]. At this point in time conventional 

and embedded passive board fabrication processes are both performed on the same line 
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with the only difference being additional process steps for the embedded passive process.     

One additional significant process time model and process step included within 

the embedded passive process which was not considered in [37] is the processing time 

model for panel trim time associated with the embedding of resistors2. The processing 

time models discussed in [37] along with the panel trim time model discussed in [38] 

were used to determine the cycle time for processing both conventional and embedded 

passive bare boards.   

Laser Trimming Resistors   

To process a laser trim, the resistor of interest is connected to a high-speed 

measurement system via a suitable probe system, and a laser is directed to machine a cut 

through the resistor thickness in a direction generally orthogonal to the current flow 

Figure 2-2. As the laser cut forms, the measurement system detects a decreased current 

flow relative to applied potential, and interrupts the laser radiation when the desired 

resistor value has been reached.   

A laser based resistor trimming system has several component processes 

contributing to the overall panel trim process time. These component processes are listed 

below [38]:    

1. Panel unload and load – Time taken for a processed panel to be exchanged for 

an untrimmed panel.   

2. Panel alignment – Time required to align the panel to maintain positional 

accuracy throughout the step and repeat trimming processes.   

                                                 
2 Fabricated embedded resistors are usually targeted as resistance values that are lower than the values 
needed in the application and are trimmed by cutting out portions of the resistor to increase its value to the 
design target.   
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3. Circuit3 alignment – Time required to align circuit to maintain probe to pad 

placement accuracy in a production application.   

4. Galvanometer resistor-to-resistor movement – Time required to reposition the 

laser from the end of one cut to the start of next cut on sequential resistors 

(becomes very significant when the resistor count on the circuits increases).   

5. Resistor Trim – Time required to trim a resistor (speed at which a laser cuts 

resistor material is determined by the laser repetition rate, the pulse bite size, and 

the trim length and shape).   

6. Panel movement – Time for positioning circuits of a panel relative to the fixed 

lens and probe systems. This process requires exacting control of a large fast 

moving mass and the time required to change circuit position can be significant.   

                                                 
3 A circuit is the connection of a measurement system to several resistors prior to laser trimming. The 
ultimate circuit size is largely dictated by the maximum scanning area available to the fixed laser lens.   

 
Figure 2-2: Basics of embedded resistor laser trimming process [38] 
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The processing time for each component of panel trimming listed above was 

utilized to develop a panel trimming time model for trimming embedded resistors. The 

input and output variables along with the laser trimming machine capabilities of this 

model can be found in Appendix C. In this model it is assumed that all embedded 

resistors are visited and measured by the laser trimming machine even if they do not 

require trimming.   

It is important to note that only the processing time models associated with the 

bare board manufacture are considered in this analysis. The processing time models were 

used to analyze the cycle time for the bare board manufacture of the SENDO M550 GSM 

cell phone and the NEMI Hand-Held product sector emulator (details of these boards are 

provided in Chapter 5 Table 5-1 and Chapter 3 Table 3-1). The results from this analysis 

are shown in Figures 2-3 and 2-4. In Figure 2-3 the cycle time for the embedded passive 

board design is double that of the conventional board design, 118.5 minutes and 58.7 

minutes respectively.   

This disparity in cycle time is due to the addition processing steps required for the 

design of the embedded passive bare board. This analysis also illustrates that the 

bottleneck in the design process is different for each process. For the embedded passive 

process the bottleneck process step is the panel trim step and for the conventional passive 

process it is the board inspection step. Figure 2-4 illustrates the cycle time analysis for the 

NEMI Hand-Held product sector emulator.   
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In this case the cycle time for the embedded passive bare board design is more 

than twice that of the conventional bare board design, 131.8 minutes and 58.8 minutes 

respectively. Like in Figure 2-3 the increase in the embedded passive board design is due 

to the additional process steps required for the embedded passive process. However in 

Figure 2-4 the bottleneck process step time for the embedded passive process is much 

larger than the bottleneck process step time for the embedded passive process in Figure 

23, 25.77 minutes and 12.44 minutes respectively. This is the primary difference between 

Figures 2-3 and 2-4 besides the increase in drill time (approximately 6 seconds) for the 

conventional passive drill time in the NEMI Hand-Held bare board product sector 

emulator. These differences are due to the larger number of embedded resistors in the 

NEMI Hand-Held product sector emulator, more than three times as many embedded 
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Figure 2-3: Cycle time for the SENDO M550 GSM cell phone bare board manufacture 
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resistors than the SENDO M550 bare board. Figure 2-5 shows the effects of trimmed 

resistors on the panel trim time for both the NEMI Hand-Held and the SENDO M550 

bare board manufacture.  In this analysis the NEMI board contains 174 embedded 

resistors on a 2.17 x 2.17 inch board (12,180 embedded resistors per 18 x 24 inch panel) 

and the SENDO contains 54 embedded resistors on a 1.53 x 2.98 inch board (3,780 

embedded resistors per 18 x 24 inch panel). The panel trim time becomes the global 

bottleneck of the process when approximately 46 percent of the embedded resistors are 

trimmed for the NEMI Hand-Held application and when approximately 88 percent of the 

embedded resistors are trimmed for the SENDO M550 cell phone application. The 

discontinuous “stair stepped” behavior of the panel trim time as resistors are trimmed is 

due to the number of resistors visited simultaneously per probe step; in this analysis there 

are seven resistors per probe step (see Appendix C).   
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Figure 2-4: Cycle time for NEMI Hand-Held bare board product sector emulator 
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Figure 2-6 illustrates the percentage of time for the major components of the laser 

trimming process within the NEMI Hand-Held application on an 18 x 24 inch panel. This 

analysis demonstrates that the resistor trimming component only requires 0.41% of the 

panel trim time. Therefore whether the embedded resistors are trimmed or not, the 

visiting and measurement components would still render the panel trim process the 

bottleneck step in the manufacture of the embedded passive bare board.   
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Figure 2-5: Effects of trimmed resistor on panel trim time for embedded passive bare board design 
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Figure 2-6: Laser trimming equipment utility distribution for the NEMI
Hand-Held application on an 18 x 24 inch panel (see Appendix C) 
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The panel trim bottleneck of the embedded passive board manufacturing process 

means that there will be an increase in the inter-departure time for the embedded passive 

process which results in lower throughput for the embedded passive board process. This 

lowering in throughput will be used to determine the profit margin required for the 

embedded passive process in order to justify manufacturing embedded passive boards 

rather than conventional boards on a given manufacturing line.    

The situation faced by the board manufacturer may be the following: assume that 

there are two types of boards that could be fabricated on a process line, one is a 

conventional board with a known profit margin and the other is an embedded passive 

board. To simplify the problem, assume that the number of boards to be manufactured 

will be the same for both types of board. The manufacturing cost of the embedded 

passive board will be larger. Knowing that the inter-departure time of the embedded 

passive process will be longer than that for conventional boards (due to the resistor 

trimming bottleneck discussed above), the manufacturer must decide what profit margin 

to use for the embedded passive board so that the total profit per unit time made by 

selling embedded passive boards equals or exceeds what can be made by selling the 

conventional boards. This is necessary to justify the use of a line to fabricate embedded 

passive boards when it would otherwise be producing conventional boards.   

To explore throughput effects and determine the relative profit margins of the 

printed circuit boards, a model has been developed that is similar to cost of ownership 

models for capital equipment (e.g., [29]).  The model captures the costs due to 

maintenance (scheduled and unscheduled), yield loss, inter-departure time variations, and 

changeovers.   
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The labor costs associated with scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, and 

changeovers are given by (17),  

Scheduled Maintenance: Lsmsmsm RTNL =      (17a) 

Unscheduled Maintenance: ( ) Ltotalusm RT
MTBF
MTTRL =      (17b) 

Changeovers:   Lcococo RTNL =      (17c) 

where 

 Nsm = number of scheduled maintenance activities in a given period of 

time 

 Tsm = average labor time (touch time) associated with a scheduled 

maintenance activity 

 Nco = number of changeovers in a given period of time 

 Tco = average labor time (touch time) associated with a change over 

 RL = labor rate 

 MTTR = Mean (labor) Time To Repair for an unscheduled maintenance 

event 

 MTBF = Mean Time Between Failures (unscheduled maintenance) 

Ttotal = total time in the period of interest. 

We must now evaluate the throughput impacts of various critical manufacturing 

events. Computed throughput loss is basically determining lost opportunity costs, i.e., 

how much good product does not get manufactured because the process has been slowed 

or stopped, or because defective product is produced instead.  It is assumed that 

scheduled maintenance does not affect the throughput, i.e., it is performed during periods 

when the process would not be operational, therefore, only the cost of performing the 
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scheduled maintenance is important for our tradeoff, also it is assumed that the scheduled 

maintenance periods for lines producing conventional and embedded passive boards are 

of the same length and occur at the same frequency.  Note, if there is no effective off-

shift (i.e., no time when maintenance can be performed that does not affect the 

throughput), then Nsm is set to zero and all maintenance is treated as unscheduled 

maintenance. 

The throughput impact of process yield can be computed from the number of 

multilayer panels lost in a fixed time period due to process yield losses, 

 ( )
boardper  layersinner 

layersinner 
ilpyield N

N
Y1Lost −=      (18) 

where 

 Yilp = yield of the panel inner layer process 

 Ninner layers = number of panel inner layers produced in a fixed time period 

 Ninner layers per board = number of inner layer pairs in a single board. 

Unscheduled maintenance, assuming it is performed during time when the process line 

would otherwise be producing good product contributes the following lost time, 

  ( )
MTBF
T

2TMTTRLost total
c/susm +=      (19) 

where Tc/s is the cool down/startup time associated with the line being stopped for the 

unscheduled maintenance activity.  Similarly, the changeovers result in lost opportunity 

to produce products, 

  ( )c/scococo 2TTNLost +=       (20) 

Knowing the inter-departure, the average number of multilayer boards that can be 

obtained from the process line during the time period defined by Ttotal is given by, 
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 +
−=  (21) 

Tinter = inter-departure time of the inner layer process (time/inner layer 

pair) 

Nboards per panel = number up, i.e., the number of boards that can be fabricated 

on a panel. 

The parameter that needs to be evaluated for comparison purposes is the total profit in a 

fixed period of time from fabricating a specific board type.  Note, the profit per board is 

not a good comparison metric because it does not account for the number of boards that 

are produced. The average profit in the time period associated with the constituent 

variables is computed from, 

  ( )cousmsmboards LLLVNProfit   Average ++−=     (22) 

where the value of a board (V) is given by, 

  ( ) boardCM1V +=        (23) 

where 

 M = profit margin  

 Cboard = manufacturing cost per board. 

The example results shown in Figure 2-7 was generated using the model 

described by (17)-(23). If inter-departure times of inner layer production for conventional 

and embedded passive layers, and the average profit margin for conventional boards are 

known, then the minimum required profit margin for embedded passive board fabrication 

can be determined. Note, this cost model must be repeated for each board manufacturing 

scenario since the number of layers in the multilayer board and the dimensions of the 
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individual board are application-specific.   

The example shown in Figure 2-7 indicates that if, conventional boards have a 

15.7% profit margin and 15 second inter-departure time (per layer pair), then 30 second 

per layer pair embedded passive board production is only feasible for profit margins of 

26% or more. The most important property from this analysis is the difference between 

the profit margins; the tradeoff analysis results are much less dependent on the absolute 

values of the profit margins. Profit margin differences of ~10% was consistently 

observed. The analysis presented in Chapter 3 assumes profit margins that make the 

average profit per hour of each type of board fabrication equal.   

Figure 2-8 shows the effects of embedding resistors for the NEMI Hand-Held 

application on the required embedded passive board profit margin. This figure shows that 

the profit margin required for the embedded passive board remains the same as that of the 

conventional passive board until the number of resistors embedded causes the panel trim 
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Figure 2-7: The relationship between profit margin and production inter-
departure time for conventional and embedded passive board fabrication 
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process to become the bottleneck of the system.   

2.2 Summary   

This model developed in this chapter has been implemented in Java as a web base 

tool which has been used by the members of the Advanced Embedded Passive 

Technology Consortium to analyze the size/cost tradeoff that are present on various 

applications4. The implementation of the model is also fully instrumented for Monte 

Carlo analysis. Monte Carlo analysis methods involve simulating a design by sampling 

stochastic input variables to characterize output performance. Monte Carlo (random 

sampling) is the most straightforward sampling method and can be shown to 

appropriately represent the behavior of a response variable if an adequate number of 

samples are used.  The implementation of the models allows any (or all) of the input 

                                                 
4 The tool that implements the model developed in this chapter can be accessed at: 
http://www.calce.umd.edu/contracts/AEPT/restricted/EmbeddedPassivesTool.htm (note, access requires a CALCE login and 
password). 
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Figure 2-8: Effects of embedding resistor on profit margin for NEMI Hand-Held 
application. Conventional profit margin = 0.157 (15.7%) 
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variables to be probability distributions and will produce system cost as a distribution.     

The model described in this chapter characterizes all the size/cost tradeoffs 

elements that are inherent in the embedded passive technology when resistors and 

capacitors are embedded in PCBs.  It emulates the manufacturing process by capturing 

the cost associated with embedding each embeddable discrete passive. The effect of the 

embedded passive technology on the cost of the system is presented in Chapter 3, which 

provides a detail analysis of the model results for 3 different applications. The cost/size 

models developed in this chapter are used as the analysis engine in the optimization 

methodology developed in Chapter 4.    
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CHAPTER 3 COST/SIZE ANALYSIS CASE STUDIES 

In this chapter the results of cost/size tradeoff analyses performed using the model 

developed in Chapter 2 on several different single board applications, including a picocell 

board from Nortel Networks, the NEMI hand-held emulator and a fiber channel card 

from StorageTek.  It is not the intent of these analyses to prove that embedded passives 

lead to less expensive systems, rather to understand the economic realities should one 

decide to use embedded passives.  The following case studies only include manufacturing 

costs (no life cycle effects are included).   

The relevant characteristics of the applications are given in Table 3-1.  The 

common data assumptions for the 3 applications are shown in Table 3-2. The data in 

Table 3-2 comes from the sources referenced in the table, and was obtained from Merix 

(a printed circuit board fabricator who manufactures boards that include embedded 

passives) and from Nortel Networks.   
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 Table 3-1: Picocell board, Hand-Held emulator and Fiber Channel Card application characteristics 

 Picocell Board Hand-Held [18] Fiber Channel Card 
Number of Embeddable 
Discrete Resistors 

27 (< 100 Ω) 
19 (100-1000 Ω) 
22 (1 – 10 kΩ) 
1 (10 – 100 kΩ) 
1 (>100 kΩ) 

40 (<100 Ω) 
134 (0.1 – 1 kΩ) 

210 (< 100 Ω) 
181 (100-1000 Ω) 
150 (1 – 10 kΩ) 
63 (10 – 100 kΩ) 
6 (>100 kΩ) 

Size of Embeddable Discrete 
Resistors 

69 0805 (80x50 mils) 
1 1201 (120x100 mils) 

0402 (40 x 20 mils) 561 0603 (60x30 mils) 
10 0805 (80x50 mils) 
31 120x60 mils 
8 250x120 mils 

Number of Embeddable 
Discrete Capacitors 

1 (< 100 pF) 
29 (100 – 1000 pF) 
13 (1 – 10 nF) 

69 (<100 pF) 
40 (100 - 1000 pF) 

88 (0.001µF) 
38 (0.01µF) 
116 (0.1µF) 

Size of Embeddable Discrete 
Capacitors 

0805 (80x50 mils) 0402 (40 x 20 mils) 159 0603 (60x30 mils) 
82 0805 (80x50 mils) 

Discrete Passive Cost $0.0045 per part $0.0045 per part $0.0045 per part 
Conversion Cost (excluding 
assembly) 

$0.015 per part $0.015 per part $0.015 per part 

Board Size 2.27 x 6.87 inches 
 

30 cm2 (square 
board assumed) 

12 x 18 inches 

Number of Board Layers 10 6 12 
 

Table 3-2: Data assumptions used in the modeling 

Panel Fabrication Throughput Analysis Embedded Passives 
Panel size = 18 x 24 inches 
(except where otherwise 
noted) 

Change overs = 4/week Capacitance layer: 10 nF/cm2 

Edge scrap = 0.75 inches Change over time = 15 minutes Resistive material: 200 
ohms/square 

Min. spacing between boards 
= 0.15 inches 

Cool down and start up = 30 minutes Minimum feature size for 
embedded components = 15 mils 

Cost per layer pair = 
$12.50/ft2 

MTBF = 200 hours (conventional) 
MTBF = 150 hours (embedded passive) 

Cresistor material = $0.08/in2 

 MTTR = 1 hour Ctrim = $0.002/embedded resistor 
Assembly Labor rate (repair) = $25/hour Cprint = $7.43/layer pair 
Min. Assembly Spacing = 20 
mils 

Production hours = 5000/year Cost of capacitor layer material = 
$14.40/ft2 (>10 nF/in2) 

Yield = 0.992/discrete passive 
[19] 

 Spacing between non-bypass 
embedded capacitors (Sc) = 50 
mils 

Cost = $0.0045/discrete 
passive 

Routing Analysis  

AOI = $0.0001/discrete 
passive 

Average fanout = 2.1  

Assembly Rework = $4/site 
[19] 

  

Functional Rework = $4/site 
[19] 
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3.1 Analysis of the Application Results   

3.1.1 Picocell Board Application   

Figure 3-1 shows analysis results for the picocell board as discrete resistors are 

replaced by embedded resistors (capacitors are not integrated in Figure 3-1).  Relative 

system cost is plotted in Figure 3-1 and throughout this section indicating the system cost 

less the cost of all non-embeddable components and functional testing.  The specific 

solution (data points) in Figure 3-1 indicate that the embedded passive board becomes 

economical when approximately 10% of the embeddable discrete resistors are 

embedded5. The data point at $18.30 when no resistors are embedded represents the 

board price increase due only to the need for a higher profit margin to justify embedded 

passive board fabrication (see Section 2.1.2).  The next point on the vertical axis 

(~$19.00) is the relative cost of the system when the first resistor is embedded.   

The resistor results appear as a “band” in Figure 3-1 due to the range of values 

that Uconv/Ulimit can take on in (6). The upper edge of the band (the closed data points in 

Figure 3-1), represents the assumption that the conventional board used all available 

routing resources efficiently, i.e., Uconv/Ulimit is close to 1.0. The lower edge of the band 

(the open data points in Figure 3-1), represents the assumption that the conventional 

board made poor use of the available routing resources, i.e., Uconv/Ulimit is smaller6. 

Practically speaking, all solutions start at the top edge of the band (10 layers for the 

picocell board) and may step down to the lower edge of the band (8 layers for the picocell 

board) at some point depending on the actual value of Uconv/Ulimit for the application.  

                                                 
5 The embedded resistors considered in this study are considerably more economical than embedded resistors in previous studies due 
to the assumption of fabrication of the embedded resistors directly on wiring layers as opposed to dedicated embedded resistor layer. 
6 The minimum value is determined by finding the smallest value of Uconv/Ulimit that predicts the correct number of layers in the 
conventional solution. 
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Another type of step discontinuity can also appear in the results if the board 

shrinks in size enough so that more boards can be fabricated on a panel. In the picocell 

board case, the board size never decreases sufficiently to allow more boards to be 

fabricated on an 18 x 24 inch panel, however, potential board size decreases are still 

important to the customer of this board and Figure 3-2 shows the board area change as 

fraction of embedded resistors is varied.   

Next consider the integration of capacitors.  Figure 3-3 shows the relative system 

costs as the embeddable capacitors are integrated (none of the embeddable discrete 

resistors are embedded in Figure 3-3).  Since embedding of bypass capacitors requires 

material replacement and non-bypass capacitors requires the addition of an extra layer 

pair (for the technologies we assumed), the very first bypass capacitor embedded 

increases the cost of the board dramatically, but as more capacitors are embedded, the 

 
Figure 3-1: The economics of embedded resistors for the picocell board application.  Each data
point represents the embedded passive solution for a specific routing resource assumption
(assumption of the ratio of resources actually used to route the conventional implementation of
the board and the theoretical maximum amount of resources that could be used), the band
represents all possible embedded passive solutions for this application; the solid horizontal line
is the system cost of conventional implementations.  Only resistors ≤ 10 Kohms were
considered embeddable. 
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added cost of the replacement material layer is gradually offset by the avoidance of 

discrete capacitor part and assembly costs. It has also been assumed that when a bypass 

capacitance layer pair is added, less total bypass capacitance will be necessary7, [31]. The 

driver that determines whether capacitor embedding is economical or not, is the density 

of embeddable discrete capacitors on the board.  Figure 3-4 shows that if additional 

embeddable capacitors were added to the picocell board application (thus increasing the 

capacitor density), bypass embedded capacitors would become economically viable at 

approximately 6.9 capacitors/square inch, whereas the actual picocell board application 

has only 2.76 capacitors/square inch.   

 

 

                                                 
7 At frequencies above a few MHz, the connection inductance of surface-mounted capacitors limits their effectiveness. For this 
reason, the amount of embedded capacitance required to achieve a given level of switching noise suppression may be significantly less 
than the total surface-mount capacitance it replaces. 
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Figure 3-2: Board size decrease with resistor embedding for the picocell
board application. 
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Figure 3-3: Capacitor embedding for the picocell board application. Only capacitors
≤ 100 nF were considered embeddable. 

 
Figure 3-4: The impact of embeddable capacitor density on system cost for the picocell
board application.  When the density of embeddable bypass capacitors is increased, the
number-up first decreases due to the decreased board size (if the size is allowed to change),
and later (as density increases) a layer pair addition is required to support routing
requirements of the application with the smaller board size. 
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3.1.2 NEMI Hand-Held Product Sector Emulator8 

Analysis similar to those performed on the picocell board  have been applied to 

the NEMI hand-held emulator described in Table 3-1. Figure 3-5 indicates that the 

embedded board becomes economical when approximately 3% of the embeddable 

discrete resistors are embedded9. A discontinuity in the embedded passive board data is 

labeled on the plot. The discontinuity appears when enough resistors have been 

embedded to sufficiently reduce the board size so that additional boards can be 

manufactured on the panel (number-up increases).  In the hand-held emulator case, the 

boards are small (i.e., the number-up on the panel is large) and the overall price of the 

boards is low (under $2/board), therefore the effect of increasing the number-up has a 

minimal effect on the system cost.    

Figure 3-6 shows the relative system costs as the embeddable capacitors are 

integrated (none of the embeddable discrete resistors are embedded in Figure 3-6).  When 

bypass capacitors are embedded, the cost initially increased by the material replacement 

cost. We have assumed that when a bypass capacitance layer pair is added, less total 

bypass capacitance will be necessary10. Note, a much better economic case can be made 

for embedded bypass capacitors in the hand-held emulator than for the picocell board due 

to the larger embeddable bypass capacitor density (23.44 capacitors/square inch).  Similar 

to the embedded resistor characteristics, eventually enough bypass capacitors are 

embedded to reduce the size sufficiently to allow a number-up increase (note, there are 

fewer embeddable capacitors than resistors, so the this discontinuity occurs later in the 

                                                 
8 This application does not represent a real board, rather it is a generic emulator used to represent a hand-held electronic application.   
9 The embedded resistors considered in this study are considerably more economical than embedded resistors in previous studies due to the 
assumption of fabrication of the embedded resistors directly on wiring layers as opposed to dedicated embedded resistor layer. 
10 At frequencies above a few MHz, the connection inductance of surface-mounted capacitors limits their effectiveness. For this reason, the 
amount of embedded capacitance required to achieve a given level of switching noise suppression may be significantly less than the total 
surface-mount capacitance it replaces. 
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embedding process than for resistors).  Also note that a second discontinuity appears in 

Figure 3-6 – a layer change. As board area decreased, so did the available wiring 

resources, eventually an additional layer pair had to be added to interconnect the system 

components.   

 

 
 

Figure 3-6: Capacitor embedding for the 5.5 x 5.5 cm NEMI hand-held product sector emulator.  No
embedded resistors are fabricated in this example.  The baseline for this plot (the horizontal line) is
the board with none of the embeddable capacitors embedded. 

 
 

Figure 3-5: The economics of embedded resistors for the NEMI hand-held product sector emulator 
(5.5 x 5.5 cm board fabricated on an 18 x 24 inch panel).  The data points represent specific
embedded passive solutions; the solid horizontal line is the relative system cost of the conventional
implementation. 
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3.1.3 Fiber Channel Card   

Figures 3-7 and 3-8 show the results of embedding resistors and bypass capacitors 

into the fiber channel card described in Table 3-1.  In this case the board is large and only 

one can be fabricated per panel (results for two different panel sizes are considered in 

Figures 3-7 and 3-8).  Because all the cost associated with fabricating embedded resistors 

on a panel has to be born by a single board, 25-35% of the 610 embeddable resistors need 

to be embedded to realize a cost savings.  Figure 3-7 also shows that when there is less 

panel waste (i.e., when the board is fabricated on a smaller panel), embedded resistors 

become economical more quickly.   

Figure 3-8 shows the effect of integrating bypass capacitors for the fiber channel 

card. For this example there are only 242 embeddable capacitors on a 12 x 18 inch board  

(1.12 embeddable capacitors per square inch). As indicated in the hand-held and picocell 

examples, with such a low embeddable capacitor density it is not likely to be economical 

to embed the capacitors.   

 
 

Figure 3-7: The economics of embedded resistors for the fiber channel card.  The data points
represent embedded passive solutions; the solid horizontal lines are relative system costs of
conventional implementations. 
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3.1.4 Generalization of Embedded Bypass Capacitor Results   

The economics of embedded bypass capacitors can be generalized by observing 

the application-specific embeddable capacitor density necessary to breakeven on costs, 

i.e., by plotting the embeddable capacitor densities where the cost difference between the 

conventional and embedded passive implementations is zero (for the picocell board 

application this point is 6.9 embeddable bypass capacitors per square inch from Figure 

34). Figure 3-9 shows the general result for the three applications considered in this 

chapter.  The critical assumptions for this plot are: the board size and the number of 

layers required for routing is not allowed to change. The primary differentiator between 

the applications as far as this plot is concerned is the panelization efficiency (the total 

board area on the panel divided by the panel area).  The dielectrics used to produce 

embedded capacitor layers are relatively expensive and would be purchased and used at 

the panel size, therefore, a low panelization efficiency indicates that the application is 

 
 

Figure 3-8: Capacitor embedding for the fiber channel card.  Note, in this case there are no
embeddable discrete non-bypass capacitors. 
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wasting a lot of the expensive material, versus a larger panelization efficiency indicates 

less waste and therefore lower breakeven capacitor densities are possible.   

 

3.2 Optimizing Embedded Passive Content   

When passives are embedded into a PCB the designer would like to know what 

combination (type and quantity) of devices should be embedded to give the optimal cost 

(not every embeddable passive should necessarily be embedded). The model that has 

been discussed thus far (Chapter 2 and the examples in Section 3.1 of this chapter) 

utilizes the assumption that as long as a device is embeddable then it should be 

embedded, not taking into consideration that there may be a specific combination of 

embeddable devices that could produce a better cost benefit within the constraints of the 

quantity of embeddable devices present. For example each of the applications analyzed in 

this section demonstrate that embedding 100% of the embeddable resistors within the 

 
 

Figure 3-9: Bypass capacitor breakeven densities as a function of dielectric material replacement
costs.  Only single layer substitution is considered in this plot.  The actual capacitor densities: Fiber
Channel Board – 1.12 caps/in2, Picocell Board – 2.76 caps/in2, NEMI Hand Held Emulator – 23.44
caps/in2. 
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PCB will be more economical than utilizing the conventional SMT method for resistors 

(using the additive technologies). However this analysis does not take into consideration 

that there may be a combination of different resistor types in the applications that may 

produce a smaller system cost than what is observed by embedding 100% of all the 

resistor types that are embeddable. Figure 3-10 illustrates the effects of embedding 

resistors on the board price function given by (13) for 2 different board sizes with the 

NEMI hand-held emulator characteristics. The change in board size demonstrates the 

sensitivity of the embedded board price to the conventional board area. It also illustrates 

the region where the optimal board price is attainable for the 5.1 x 15.24 cm conventional 

board, but does not provide the combination of the resistor types that produces this result. 

For the 30 cm2 conventional board the optimal board price solution is achieved by 
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Figure 3-10: Effects of embedding embeddable resistors on the board price on NEMI hand-held
emulator board.  Note, minimization of the board price does not necessarily imply minimization of
the system cost. 
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maintaining the conventional surface mount technology (embedding zero resistors). 

Given the economic impact of the competing effects when embedded passives and the 

sensitivity of the system cost to the design variables it is imperative that some 

optimization technique be implemented using the model discussed in Chapter 2. To 

realize this potential benefit, the problem was simulated as an optimization problem that 

minimizes the system cost, (16). The optimization method used to solve for the optimal 

solution for embedding resistors and capacitors is discussed in Chapter 4.   
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CHAPTER 4 OPTIMIZATION OF EMBEDDED PASSIVE 

CONTENT IN A SYSTEM 

Due to the large number of variables that are associated with the manufacturing of 

an electronic system, it is essential that an optimization model be implemented to capture 

the optimal number of embeddable devices that should be embedded to give the best cost 

value within the design constraints. The model discussed in Chapter 2 provides an insight 

into what is involve in the embedded passive process.  Equations (1) through (23) show 

the discrete and continuous characteristics of the governing equations for the embedded 

passive process.  These equations all contribute to total system cost, (16), for embedding 

passives in one form or another. Given the complex nature of the problem the 

evolutionary optimization technique called genetic algorithm (GA) is used to obtain the 

optimal solution.   

This chapter details the implementation of a method built upon the analysis 

developed in Chapter 2 using Genetic Algorithms to obtain the optimal system cost 

solution for embedded resistors and capacitors. It also provides preliminary results from 

the Genetic Algorithms implemented model. Note it is not the objective of this 

dissertation to contribute in the field of optimization (or to even identify the best 

optimization approach to use); rather, the target here is to demonstrate that the embedded 

passive content of a system can be optimized, and to explore the resulting optimized 

solution in order to draw general conclusions.   

4.1 Brief Overview of Genetic Algorithms (GAs)   

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are search algorithms based on the mechanics of 

natural selection and natural genetics [32]. GAs models the idea of the survival of the 
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fittest and uses interbreeding between surviving populations as the basis of its search 

strategy. Each new population represents possible solutions to a specified problem. The 

GA keeps creating new populations from the old by ranking each member of the old 

population and interbreeding the fittest individuals to create the new populations, which 

are closer to the optimum solution to the given problem. Occasionally random new data 

is added to the process to keep the population from stagnating. This random new data is 

characterized as mutation. Each new population that is created by this process is 

considered a generation.   

Figure 4-1 illustrates the structure of a single population genetic algorithm. There 

are 5 key components to this structure, namely, fitness function (operates within the 

evaluation of the function), selection, crossover (recombination), and mutation. The 

following discussion gives a brief summary of these components and the tasks associated 

with them.     

Evaluate objective 
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Generate initial 
population

Are optimization 
criteria met?

Best 
individuals

yes
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start result
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Generate 
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Figure 4-1: Structure of a single population genetic algorithm [33] 
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Fitness function as discussed previously is the measure used to rank the 

individuals of a population to determine which individual will survive for the next 

population generation. It is the measure of the quality of an individual. The fitness 

function is designed to give graded and continuous feedback about how well an 

individual performs.   

The individuals that produce offspring are chosen in the selection component of 

the GA. This component comes directly after the fitness function has been evaluated. 

Each individual in the selection pool is given a reproduction probability depending on its 

objective value and the objective value of all other individuals in the selection pool. 

There are various different selection methods, including:   

• Rank-based fitness assignment    

• Roulette wheel selection   

• Stochastic universal sampling    

• Local selection   

• Truncation selection   

• Tournament selection    

Choosing the appropriate method of selection for the GA application is critical 

since this is responsible for the speed of the evolution. In some cases it has also been 

responsible for premature convergence, which stalls the success of the GA.    

Crossover is the method used by GAs for artificial mating. This method operates 

by picking out the individuals with high fitness values and explores the possibility that a 

combination of their characteristic (genes) may produce an even higher fitness value. 

Therefore individuals with high fitness values are given a high probability of mating. 
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Crossover is also a method of moving through the space of possible solutions based on 

the information gained from the existing solutions.   

Mutation is regarded as the source of variation within the population and helps to 

keep the GA from stagnating. Variation increases an individual’s chances of survival by 

making it more adaptable to its environment.  Mutation represents innovation and is used 

as a search method in addition to crossover. In practice it is random adjustment in the 

individual's genetic structure (generally with a small probability).    

4.1.1 The Difference Between GAs and Traditional Optimization Methods   

The following list provides a few of the essential differences between GAs and 

other forms of optimization. A more detailed discussion of these differences can be found 

in Goldberg [32].   

1. Genetic algorithms use a coded form of the function values (parameter set), 

rather than with the actual values themselves. For example, if we want to find the 

minimum of the function f (x1, x2)=x1
3+x2

2+5, the GA would not deal directly 

with x or f (x1, x2) values, but with strings that encode these values. For this case, 

strings representing the binary x values would be used. This also gives GAs the 

ability to solve problems with a mixture of discrete and continuous variables. 

2. Genetic algorithms use a set, or population, of points to conduct a search, not just 

a single point in the problem space. This gives GAs the power to search noisy 

spaces littered with local optimum points. Instead of relying on a single point to 

search through the space, the GAs looks at many different areas of the problem 

space at once, and uses all of this information to guide it, thus reducing the risk of 

getting stuck at local minima. 
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3. GAs use only payoff information to guide them through the problem space. Many 

search techniques need a variety of information to guide them. Hill climbing 

methods require derivatives, for example. The only information a GA needs is 

some measure of fitness about a point in the space (objective function value). 

Once the GA knows the current measure of fitness about a point, it can use this to 

continue searching for the optimum. This aspect makes GAs domain-independent  

4. GAs are probabilistic in nature, not deterministic. This is a direct result of the 

randomization techniques used by GAs, making the search highly exploitative. 

5. GAs are inherently parallel. This is one of the most powerful features of genetic 

algorithms. GAs, by their nature, are parallel, giving them the ability to deal with 

a large number of points (strings) simultaneously.  

These differences of GAs over traditional optimization methods makes it a more 

advantageous methodology for optimizing embedded passives in printed circuit boards. 

The embedded passive system cost function, (16), is made up of a combination of 

discrete and continuous variables. For example Nupnew and Nlayersnew are both discrete 

variables and Anew is a continuous variable.  This discrete variable component of (16) 

hinders the hill climbing optimization methods capability of accurately modeling the 

function since these methods are dependent on the derivative of the function to search 

through the solution space.  Also, for certain applications the solution space will contain 

multiple local minima making it even more difficult for the hill climbing method to find 

the global minimum. The use of a GA to minimize the system cost function will also 

produce faster solutions because of its inherent capabilities to evaluate the system costs 

for multiple types of resistors and capacitors simultaneously. A multi-population genetic 
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algorithm is used to search the solution space for embedded resistors and capacitors and 

find the optimal cost solution for specific system application.   

A constrained nonlinear optimization method was initially applied to the 

embedded passive optimization problem but yielded unsatisfactory results.  This was due 

to fact that the method assumes the function to be minimized and the constraints must 

both be continuous. Even when the embedded passive optimization problem is 

approximated as continuous (which is it not – you can not embedded a fraction of a 

resistor) the results only proved to be local minima and not the global minimum of (16), 

the embedded passives system cost function. These results prompted the abandonment of 

the constrained nonlinear method for the more robust multi-population genetic algorithm 

approach to solve the problem.   

4.1.2 Multi-Population Genetic Algorithm (MPGA)   

MPGAs are GAs that are equipped to handle many populations. In this case every 

subpopulation is allowed to evolve for a few generations in isolation similar to the single 

population genetic algorithm before one or more individuals are exchanged between the 

subpopulations by a process called migration. One of the major disadvantages of standard 

GAs is their inability to maintain diversity in the population. This lack of diversity can 

lead to a number of problems such as converging to a non-global optima or not being able 

to react to changes in the environment [39]. This gives MPGAs a significant edge over 

single population GAs which is its capability to model the evolution of species in a way 

that is more similar to nature. For this reason a MPGA is used to optimize the embedded 

passive process.   
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4.2 Implementation of a Multi-Population Genetic Algorithm   

The MPGA used to optimize the embedded passive process was developed by 

Chipperfield and Fleming from the department of Automatic Control and System 

Engineering at Sheffield University, UK [34]. This MPGA was developed as a Genetic 

Algorithm Toolbox for use in MatLab11. The process of implementing the embedded 

passive model into MPGA is discussed in Appendix D.   

4.2.1 Objective Function for Optimization of Embedded Passive Content   

The objective function for optimizing the embedded passive content is given by 

the following equation;   

Min J = Minx˜L, y˜M ,z˜N (Cdiscrete (x, y, z) +Pboard (x, y, z))     (24)   

where,  

L = [0, Total number of embeddable resistors] 

M = [0, Total number of embeddable nonbypass capacitors] 

N = [0, Total number of embeddable bypass capacitors] 

Pboard and Cdiscrete are defined by (13) and (15), from Chapter 2, respectively.  For 

nonnegative control, the objective function is obtained by using the following constraints: 

New wiring per layer pair: )2(W
newlayer b                   >  0 

Number of new boards per panel: 
newupN                 >  0 

Area of new board: Anew (1)                                    >  0 

Discrete resistor value: R                                         >  0 

                                                 
11 MatLab (MATrix LABoratory) is an interactive system for matrix-based computation designed for scientific and engineering use. It 
is useful for many forms of numeric computation and visualization. Besides dealing with explicit matrices in linear algebra, it can 
handle differential equations, polynomials, signal processing, and other applications. Results can be made available both numerically 
and as excellent graphics. The program is written in Fortran and is designed to be readily installed under any operating system which 
permits interactive execution of Fortran programs. 
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Discrete capacitor value: c                                      >  0 

Area of conventional board: Aconv                          >  0 

Number of I/O on conventional board: 
convION        >  0 

Number of discrete passives: Ndiscrete                      ≥  0 

4.2.2 NEMI Hand Held Application Example   

The MPGA developed in [34] has been tailored to accommodate the NEMI 

handheld PCB described in Tables 3-1 and 3-2.  The objective function used in this 

analysis is defined by (24). The number of decision variables, NVAR, is 5, one for each 

control input (5 different distinct passives – 2 distinct resistors and 3 distinct capacitors 

present in the system).   

The parameters for the MPGA are defined in Table 4-1.   

Table 4-1: Parameters for MPGA Example   

Generation gap    0.8 
Crossover rate  1 
Mutation rate  1/NVAR 
Maximum number of generations 700 
Insertion rate 0.9 
Number of subpopulations 8 
Migration rate 0.8 
Number of generations / migration 20 
Number of individuals / subpopulation 20 

 

4.3 Analysis of MPGA Results for the NEMI Hand-Held Emulator   

This section provides results obtained from the implementation of the MPGA 

with the Chapter 2 model on the NEMI hand-held emulator application. Only the 

embedding of the 2 distinct embeddable resistor types has been addressed in this section 

in order to simplify the visualization of the results and allow a complete explanation of 

the design space to be performed in order to verify the optimization analysis result. The 
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analysis provided herein verifies the complexity and application specificity that is 

inherent in the embedded passive technology. The NEMI hand-held emulator considered 

in this section differs from the one in Table 3-1 by the number of embeddable resistors 

that are available in both categories of resistors and the assumed board size.  In this 

analysis there are 350 embeddable resistors for each resistor category and the 

conventional board size set at 5.1 x 15.25 cm.   

4.3.1 MPGA Optimization   

The optimization results obtain from the MPGA is shown in Figure 4-2. In the 

NEMI emulator there are 5 distinct embedded passive types (bypass capacitor, 2 distinct 

singulated capacitors, and 2 distinct resistors) – see Table 3-1.     

The results shown in Figure 4-2 only takes into consideration the 2 distinct 

resistor types that are present in the NEMI hand-held emulator and are represented as 
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distinct passive type 4, 5 of which there are 350 of each. The difference in these resistor 

types are presented in Table 3-1 where the passive type 4 represents the resistors with 

values less than 100Ω and passive type 5 represents the resistors with values ranging 

from 100Ω to 1000Ω. The analysis presented in Figure 4-2 illustrates that the objective 

function, J, converges to approximately $60.60 and the number of embedded distinct 

passives of type 4 is 350 and type 5 is approximately 142 as shown in the bottom part of 

Figure 4-2. The exact number of passive types that are embedded in this example and the 

global minimum cost that are obtained from MatLab are: Optimal number of embedded 

passives = [350,142] and the global minimum cost is $60.63. Discussion and verification 

of these results is provided in the following section.     

4.3.2 Verification of MPGA Results   

A complete exploration of the design space using the model developed in Chapter 

2 was used to verify the MPGA results. This was done by generating the surface plot of 

the total system cost function, (16), for all the possible combinations of embedding the 2 

resistor types. A surface plot for the board price was also generated and is shown in 

Figure 4-3. Figures 4-4 and 4-5 both represent the total system cost for the NEMI 

handheld application when resistors are embedded. The resistor Type 1 and Type 2 

shown in Figures 4-3 and 4-4 represent the resistors with values less than 100Ω and the 

resistors with values ranging from 100Ω to 1000Ω respectively and come from Table 3-1.       

In order to understand the explanation of the features of the surface plots that 

follow in this section, some brief background on printed circuit board manufacturing is 

required. Printed circuit boards are fabricated by laminating together a set of “layer 

pairs”. A layer pair is a layer of dielectric with patterned conductors on both sides. 
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Conductor layers only occur in pairs in most printed circuit board constructions, i.e., you 

cannot have an odd number of conductor layers.  The number of layer pairs needed 

depends, in part, on the amount of wiring resources required to route the application. 

Printed circuit boards are fabricated on large panels (e.g., 18 x 24 inches is one standard 

panel size). The maximum number of boards that can be laid out on a panel is called the 

number-up and depends on the size and aspect ratio of the individual boards.  Many of 

the features of the surface plots that follow are a result of the changes in the number of 

required layer pairs and the number of boards that can be fabricated within a fixed panel 

size as resistors are embedded.   

Figure 4-3 shows the effects of embedding resistors on the board price for the 

NEMI hand-held application. The numerical labels on the plot represent the regions of 

interest. Region 1 shows the effects of the resistor layer pair cost on the board price – 

when the first resistor is embedded the resistor layer pair cost increases significantly 
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Figure 4-3: Surface plot showing the effects of embedding resistors on board price for the NEMI
hand-held emulator 
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resulting in a jump in the board price. As resistors are embedded the board price increases 

until the number of boards on a panel (number-up) changes at region 2.  At region 3 the 

board price is dropped even further by the decrease in the number of layer pairs required 

for this application. The number of layer pairs required decreases because the increase in 

wiring blocked occurs at a much smaller rate than the decrease in board area, therefore 

the minimum number of layers required for embedding resistors decreases.  The regions 

in between the numerical labels show the linear relationship of embedding resistors on 

the board price. The global minimum in board price for this application is observed when 

all the resistors of Type 1 and 0 resistors of Type 2 are embedded.     

Figure 4-4, shows the surface plot for the total system cost. The numerical labels 

1 to 7 illustrate the regions on the surface where there is a significant change in the total 

system cost. The regions numbered 2, 3, 5, and 6 illustrate the effects of layer pair change 

on the system cost. At each of these regions the number of layer pairs has increased 

resulting in an increase in the total system cost. Region 1 shows the effect of the resistor 

Region of global minimumRegion of global minimum

 
 

  Figure 4-4: Surface plot of optimization results for system cost on the NEMI hand-held emulator 
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layer cost on the system cost and region 4 shows a drop in the system cost when the 

number of boards produced on the panel increases. Region 7 shows the effects of the 

resistor type on the system cost. In this analysis the resistor value of Type 1 resistor is 

less than that of Type 2, therefore it utilizes less area on the board and contributes less to 

the increase in the minimum number of layer pairs required to route the application. This 

effect is demonstrated by the step formation that is observed at the regions of layer pair 

change in the system. Figure 4-4 also shows the region where the global minimum is 

attainable. The system cost and the number of embedded resistors of each type that are 

observed at the region of global minimum is consistent with the solution obtained by the 

MPGA in Section 4.3.1.     

Figure 4-5 shows the diagonal cross section of the surface plot shown in Figure 4  

4. It is important to note that in this application although embedding all embeddable 

resistors is more economical than the conventional solution it does not provide the 

optimal cost for the system. The minimum feature size for the embedded resistors in the 
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analysis shown in Figures 4-2, 4-4, and 4-5 was set at 50 mils (.050 inches) as oppose to 

the 15 mils (.015 inches) shown in Table 3-2.  This increase in the minimum feature size 

increases the rate at which the wiring block increases to a rate much faster than what is 

observed in Figure 4-3, therefore the minimum number of layers required for embedding 

resistors increases at regions 2, 3, 5, and 6 in Figure 4-5.     

By restricting the analysis to 2 variables it is possible to visualize the effects of 

embedding devices on the system cost.  In reality the system will have more than 2 

variables, as is the case for the full NEMI application. In this case the system 

optimization is difficult to visualize. The MPGA utilized to optimize the model in 

Chapter 2 provides a quick and reliable solution to finding the mix of embeddable 

devices to embed to realize the best cost solution for embedded passive applications.   

4.4 Summary   

This chapter provided the basis for using GAs as the means for finding the 

optimal solution for embedding resistors and capacitors into a printed circuit board. It 

presented a simplified example to demonstrate the viability of the model.  The chapter 

also included a verification of the optimizer result generated by considering all solutions 

for the simple case. Chapter 5 discusses the results of a real case study.    
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CHAPTER 5 SENDO GSM M550 CELL PHONE CASE STUDY 

In order to demonstrate the validity and commercial benefits of the embedded 

passive cost model developed in this research the model was applied to an existing hand 

held device, a SENDO M550 dual-band GSM folder-phone shown in Figure 5-1. This 

chapter provides an analysis of the system cost for a SENDO M550 GSM cell phone 

main board.   

5.1 Product Description   

The SENDO M550 is a dual band GSM phone with a clamshell design and a 

WAP 1.2.1 color browser and class 8 GPRS. The phone features an internal CSTN 4,096 

color display with a 128 X 128 pixel resolution.  The outer LCD is a reverse video, 

monochrome display with a 96 x 64 pixel resolution.  The phone utilizes Tegic T9® text 

 
Figure 5-1: SENDO M550 (courtesy Portelligent) 
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input as well as SMS templates to allow for faster text messaging.  SENDO has included 

a battery pack that allows for up to three hours of continuous play [40].    

This phone is made up of 17 major components listed below [40]:   

1) Display Bezel 7) RF Shields 13) Inside Display 

2) Main Board 8) Hinge Flex 14) Main Display 

3) Battery 9) Buzzer/Ringer 15) Rear Enclosure 

4) Display Board 10) Earpiece 16) Rear Cover 

5) Display Enclosure 11) Keyboard Bezel 17) Hinge Spring 

6) Outside Cover 12) Keypad  

 

The component of interest for this study is the main board shown in Figure 5-2.     

The breakdown of the relevant passive components and their associated characteristics 

and board design parameters are listed in Table 5-1.   

Figure 5-2: Main board for SENDO M550 GSM cell phone showing the majority of the electronics in
the product (courtesy Portelligent) 
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Table 5-1: SENDO M550 GSM/GPRS phone main board characteristics 

The SENDO M550 main board was analyzed using both the simple model 

discussed in Section 2.1.1 and the new model developed in this research. Figure 5-3 

shows the process flow for the existing simple model consisting of the following three 

steps: 1) reduce the system cost by the purchase price and conversion costs associated 

with the replaced discrete passives, 2) reduce the board size by the sum of the layout 

areas associated with the replaced discrete passives and determine the new number of 

boards on the panel, and 3) determine the new board cost based on a higher per unit area 

centimeters inches
Board Width 3.88 1.53
Board Length 7.58 2.98
Number of nets 326
Number of holes 1303

Assembly cost 
($/discrete) 0.005

Part Type Cost per part ($) Quantity
Resistors 0.001 55
Capacitors 0.005 149

Resistor breakdown Length (mils) Width (mils) Quantity
100 ohms 40 20 7
500 ohms 40 20 24
5000 ohms 40 20 7
50000 ohms 40 20 14
500000 ohms 80 50 2
1000000 ohms 80 50 1 not embeddable

Total 55
Total number of embeddable resistors 54

Capacitor breakdown Length (mils) Width (mils) Quantity
bypass 100 pF 40 20 64
bypass 1 nF 40 20 24
bypass 15 nF 40 20 13
bypass 30 nF 60 30 14
bypass 100 nF 60 30 19
non-bypass 250 nF 80 50 1
non-bypass 1 microF 80 50 8
non-bypass 2 microF 120 60 1
non-bypass 9 microF 130 100 1
non-bypass 10 microF 138 110 4 not embeddable

Total 149
Total number of embeddable bypass capacitors 134
Total number of embeddable non bypass capacitors 11
Total number of embeddable capacitors 145
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cost for the embedded passive panel fabrication and the new number-up computed in step 

2.  The results of these three steps determine the new system cost.   

Figure 2-1 and Section 2.1.2 in Chapter 2 illustrates and describes the process 

flow for the new model developed in this research, which has an additional five process 

steps in addition to the four present in the simple model.   

5.2 Results and Discussion   

This section discusses the results obtained from the simple and the new model for 

performing economic analysis of embedded passives for the SENDO mobile phone main 

board. The Portelligent information provided an actual board manufacturing cost, which 

was used to calibrate both the simple and new model. This calibration was done by 

equating the board manufacturing cost in the models when no passive devices are 

embedded to that of Portelligent’s board manufacturing cost. This board manufacturing 

cost was used as a benchmark throughout the modeling process. Table 5-2 shows the 

system cost for embedding the embeddable passive components on a SENDO M550 

GSM phone main board when using the existing system cost model and the new system 

cost model developed within this research.    

The results obtained from each model are significantly different when applied to 

the same type and quantity of embeddable passives. In the simple model case it is 

observed that by embedding all the embeddable passive components it is possible to get a 

Component description 

Component Size 
Analysis 

Board Size 
Analysis 

Board Fabrication 
Cost Total Cost

Assembly and 
Test Cost 

Figure 5-3: Existing Simple Model 
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significantly lower system cost than by not embedding any of the embeddable passives. 

This observation is reversed when looking at the system cost obtained from the new 

model. This disparity is primarily due to the routing analysis and layer pair calculation 

performed within the new model, which is not accommodated within the existing simple 

model. In the existing simple model the number of layers utilized remains the same as 

that used in the conventional passive board manufacture regardless of the number of 

passives embedded. If a decision had been made based on the simple model then all of 

the embeddable passive would be embedded and the true system cost for the SENDO 

M550 GSM main board would in fact be greater than the system cost when no 

embeddable passives are embedded, $35.99 as oppose to $34.43 respectively. This simple 

model analysis is unrealistic since it does not take into consideration the wiring capacity 

of the board as passives are embedded especially when board shrinkage is allowed.   

The best cost solution for the SENDO M550 GSM phone main board was also 

analyzed for both models by running each model within an optimization environment. In 

the simple model the best cost solution is realized when there are 134 bypass capacitors, 

Table 5-2: SENDO M550 GSM/GPRS main board system cost for varying 
combinations of embedded passive components predicted by the existing simple model 
and the new model (board shrinkage allowed). 
 Bypass 

Cap 
Resistor 
≤ 5 kΩ 

5 kΩ < 
Resistor 
≤ 50 kΩ 

50 kΩ  < 
Resistor ≤ 

500 kΩ 

System 
cost ($) 

18 x 24 inch panel 

134 38 14 2 31.90 No. of Layers             = 6 
No. of boards/panel    = 70 

134 38 14 0 31.08 Best Cost Solution 
No. of Layers             = 6 
No. of boards/panel    = 70 

               
 
Simple 
Model  

0 0 0 0 34.43 No. of Layers             = 6 
No. of boards/panel    = 65 

134 38 14 2 35.99 No. of Layers             = 10 
No. of boards/panel    = 70 

134 38 6 0 32.37 Best Cost Solution 
No. of Layers             = 6 
No. of boards/panel    = 70 

 
 
New 
Model 

0 0 0 0 34.43 No. of Layers             = 6 
No. of boards/panel    = 65 
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38 resistors with values ≤ 5 kΩ and 14 resistors with values ≤ 50 kΩ embedded. This 

combination of embedded passive components provides a system cost of approximately 

$31.08. In the new model the best cost solution is realized when there are 134 bypass 

capacitors, 38 resistors with values ≤ 5 kΩ and 6 resistors with values ≤ 50 kΩ 

embedded. This combination of embedded passives provides a system cost of 

approximately $32.37. Note only 6 resistors with values ≤ 50 kΩ are embedded in the 

new model since any increase beyond 6 resistors would require an additional layer pair 

thus increasing the system cost. The increase in system cost for the new model is due to 

the profit margin/throughput analysis performed in the new model as well as the rework 

analysis and the layer pair calculation.    

The best cost solution for the simple cost model is realized when 134 bypass 

capacitors, 38 resistors ≤ 5 kΩ and 14 resistors ≤ 50 kΩ and the best cost solution for the 

new cost model is realized when there are 134 bypass capacitors, 38 resistors ≤ 5 kΩ and 

6 resistors ≤ 50 kΩ. Figures 5-4 to 5-9 shows the surface plot for the best cost solution 

for both the simple embedded passive cost model and the new embedded passive cost 

model.   

The effects of embedding resistors ≤ 5 kΩ and resistors ≤ 50 kΩ for the new 

model and the simple model is shown in Figure 5-4 and Figure 5-5 respectively.  Figure 

5-4 and Figure 5-5 demonstrate significant differences in utilizing the new model and the 

existing model to perform economic analysis on the embedded passive technology.  

Figure 5-4 shows the effects of the routing analysis on the system cost when the layer 

count changes and limits the embedding of resistors ≤ 50 kΩ to 6 for the best cost 

solution. Due to the absence of this routing analysis in Figure 5-5 there are no changes in 
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the layer count and the best cost solution is observed when all 14 of the resistors ≤ 50 kΩ 

are embedded.   
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Figure 5-4: Surface plot showing system cost as a function of embedding resistors ≤
5 kΩ and resistors ≤ 50 kΩ for the best cost solution within the new model 
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Figure 5-6 and Figure 5-7 show the effects of embedding resistors ≤ 5 kΩ and 

bypass capacitors on the system cost where Figure 5-6 represents the new model and 

Figure 5-7 represents the existing simple model. Although these figures demonstrate 

significantly different in the surface analysis they both illustrate that the best cost solution 
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is achieved by embedding all the resistors ≤ 5 kΩ (38 resistors) and by embedding all 

bypass capacitors (134 bypass capacitors).  

Figure 5-8 and Figure 5-9 demonstrate the effects of embedding resistors ≤ 50 kΩ 

and bypass capacitors on the system cost. In this case Figure 5-8 represent the new model 
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Figure 5-8: Surface plot showing system cost as a function of embedding resistors ≤ 50 
kΩ and bypass capacitors for the best cost solution within the new model 
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and Figure 5-9 represent the simple model. Like in Figure 5-4 the effects of the routing 

analysis and layer pair calculation limits the number of embedded resistors ≤ 50 kΩ to six 

layers in order to realize the best cost solution. This is not the case in from the simple 

model which dictates that all 14 resistors ≤ 50 kΩ and all bypass capacitors should be 

embedded to obtain the best cost solution.   

Figure 5-10 shows the convergence plot for the SENDO M550 GSM cell phone 

within new model (J represents the objective function and is defined in (24)).      

5.3 Summary   

This chapter provided the results from both the existing approach to performing 

embedded passive economic analysis and the new approach developed within this 

research on a SENDO M550 cell phone. The results demonstrate the potential misleading 

conclusions (and the risk of poor design decisions) that can be drawn when using the 

simple model in some cases. The new model developed also shows the economic saving 

J Evaluated function, J

Number of function evaluations

J Evaluated function, J

Number of function evaluations

Figure 5-11: Convergence plot for the SENDO M550 GSM cell phone application 
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that is possible by embedding the right combination of embeddable devices thus making 

available a much needed embedded passive economic analysis package to the decision 

makers within the embedded passive industry.    
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CHAPTER 6 ANALYZING SYSTEM SIZE/COST TRADEOFF  

The solution from the analysis performed in Chapters 3-5 only considered either 

maintaining a constant board area (board area remains unchanged as parts are embedded) 

or reducing the board area by the part footprint areas as parts are embedded (preserving 

the board’s original aspect ratio). This chapter more closely examines the effect of board 

size on the optimum solution (minimum cost solution) and assesses whether better system 

solutions can be found by varying or constraining the size of the board in different ways.  

Besides the original board area treatments mentioned above, two additional approaches 

were formulated to analyze the effects of board size on the system cost. The first 

approach was to select a range of fixed board sizes and determine the optimal embedded 

content for each size, then check to see if the selected fixed size/content is a physically 

possible solution. The second approach was to select a range of fixed board sizes and 

determine what content has to be embedded to allow the selected fixed board size to 

happen.  

The size/cost analyses in this chapter are carried out for two specific applications, 

the SENDO GSM cell phone (described in Chapter 5, Table 5-1) and the NEMI Hand 

Held emulator (described in Chapter 3, Table 3-1).  The two alternative approaches to 

determining/constraining board area and content shed considerable additional light on the 

assumptions in the original optimal solution and allows the determination of the 

circumstances under which the solution approach taken in Chapter 4 represents the 

optimal solution.  
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6.1 Determining Optimal Embedded Content for Selected Fixed Board Sizes  

Determining the optimal embedded content for fixed board sizes was done by 

varying the size of the SENDO and the NEMI Hand-Held printed circuit boards by small 

increments. Each new board size was then subjected to the MPGA process discussed in 

Chapter 4 to determine the optimal embedded content, i.e., the embedded passive content 

that minimizes the system cost for the selected fixed board size. Note, the components 

that must be accommodated by the boards are a constant, i.e., they do not vary with the 

board size. Also, the passive components that are candidates for embedding (i.e., 

embeddable passive content) is a constant that does not vary with board size.  An analysis 

was then performed to determine the conditions under which each result could be valid, 

i.e., to determine whether the selected board sizes and their optimized embedded content 

are physically possible to obtain.  

Figure 6-1 shows the effects of board area on system cost for the SENDO GSM 

cell phone application. In Figure 6-1 each data point was generated by selecting a fixed 

board area (the fixed areas range from 2 in2 to the conventional board area of 4.56 in2) 

and running the optimization process in Chapter 4 with board shrinkage not allowed, to 

determine the content and system cost. The “Allow board shrinkage solution” in Figure 

6-1 represents the Chapter 4 solution that shrinks the conventional board as embeddable 

passives are embedded. The decrease in system cost for the fixed board size solutions is 

primarily governed by the changes in the number of boards that can be produced per 

panel area (number-up). In cases where the number of boards produced per panel is 

constant, the system cost remained constant (even when the board size was decreased). 
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The embedded content also remains the same in all cases (134 bypass capacitors, 38 

resistor of resistive value less than 5 kΩ and 14 resistors of resistive value between 5 kΩ 

and 50 kΩ)12 except board areas 2.12 in2 

and 2.01 in2 where the number of resistors with 

resistive values between 5 kΩ and 50 kΩ are 13 and 12 respectively.  

The system cost for the case where boards shrink as parts are embedded (the 

Chapter 4 optimum) is greater than the system cost for the fixed board sizes with the 

same number of boards produced per panel (70 boards per panel range). This is due to the 

fact that the embedded passive content for the allow board shrinkage solution has only 6 

resistors of resistive value between 5 kΩ and 50 kΩ embedded as oppose to 14 resistors 

in the fixed board size solution. The assembly, rework, procurement and AOI cost 

associated with the 8 resistors that are not embedded in the “Allow board shrinkage 

solution” increases the cost by half a cent ($0.05).   
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Figure 6-1: Effects of fixed board sizes on system cost for SENDO GSM cell phone application,
where the optimized embedded content was determined for each fixed board size.  
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The absolute minimum physical size constraint for the SENDO application with 

every embeddable part embedded is 2.754 in2, which is the total assembly spacing and 

assembly area required to accommodate all the non-embedded embeddable devices on 

the surface of the SENDO application (assuming they tile together perfectly, i.e., no 

empty space). The embedded passive content at 2.754 in2 is 134 bypass capacitors, 38 

resistors of resistive value less than 5 kΩ and 14 resistors of resistive value between 5 kΩ 

and 50 kΩ.  This means that the solutions in Figure 6-1 below 2.754 in2 

are never 

physically possible under any conditions.  

We will now analyze in detail the solutions for the fixed board sizes that produce 

70 boards per panel and compared to the “Allow board shrinkage solution”.  The analysis 

done in this section involves the following steps:   

1. Calculating the conventional board ratio (CR), which is the ratio of the 

conventional board area to the sum of the assembly footprints of all the parts. 

Where a part’s assembly footprint is its physical area plus the space around it 

required for its assembly (assembly spacing).  CR is the inverse of the “packaging 

density”.  This ratio was used to determine the minimum board size that is 

allowable for a given fix board area solution that would preserve the conventional 

board surface mount passive component placement.   

2. Calculating the allow board shrinkage ratio (SR), which is the ratio of the “Allow 

board shrinkage solution” area to the sum of the footprints of all the parts that are 

not embedded.  SR is the inverse of the “packaging density” for the “Allow board 

                                                                                                                                                 
12 Note, the embedded content is not the same as the optimum Chapter 4 solution which has only 6 resistors 
of resistive value between 5 kΩ and 50 kΩ embedded as oppose to 14 resistors in the fixed board size 
solution. 
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shrinkage solution” area.  This ratio was used to determine the maximum board 

size that is allowed for a given fix board area solution that would preserve the 

allow board shrinkage surface mount passive component placement.  

3. The embedded content needed to obtain the minimum and maximum board size 

allowed was determined and the system cost for that particular embedded content 

was plotted. CR and SR determine the minimum allowable and maximum likely 

board sizes respectively. Note, not all the fixed board areas in Figure 6-1 will fall 

within the minimum allowable and maximum likely board size (this will be 

expanded upon later in this section).    

The following are the formulas used to determine the maximum likely and minimum 

allowable board sizes: 

C

A

AA
CB CR = , the conventional board ratio                 (25) 

where CBA is the conventional board area and AAC is the sum of the assembly footprints 

for all parts for the conventional board (nothing embedded); 

SB

A

AA
SB  SR = , allowed board shrinkage ratio                                                (26) 

where SBA is the “Allow board shrinkage solution” board area and AASB is the sum of 

the assembly footprints for all non-embedded parts for the “Allow board shrinkage 

solution”. 

The minimum allowable board area (MINBA) and maximum likely board area 

(MAXBA) are determined from, 
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[ ]

[ ]SBSBBA

SBSBBA

AA  SR ,AA  CRMAX  MAX

AA  SR ,AA  CRMIN  MIN

××=

××=
                                                    (27) 

For the SENDO application, the ratio of conventional board area to total surface 

assembly area of conventional board (CR) is 1.40 and the ratio of allow board shrinkage 

solution board area and total surface assembly area of allow board shrinkage solution 

(SR) is 1.49. If perfect placement of all non-embedded parts was possible than the ratio 

of the board area and the total assembly area would be 1.  The ratio for the embedded 

case is greater than that of the conventional case due to the absence of small (relative to 

other non-embedded components, see Table 5-1) embedded passives. This increase in 

ratio for the embedded case can be better understood using the schematic presented in 

Figure 6-2. By embedding the smaller embeddable devices the packaging density for the 

system decreases because the placement can’t change very much when just small parts 

are removed, which results in an increase in the allow board shrinkage ratio (SR). Note it 

is not the focus of this research to optimize layout placement of surface mount devices as 

passives are embedded. If it is assumed that the relative placement of the surface mount 

Conventional placement Embedded placement

Embedding of 

smaller passives

l

w

l

w

Embedded passives  
 
Figure 6-2: Effects of embedding smaller devices on packaging density (embedding the embedded
passives on the left may cause no change in the board size because of placement constraints driven
by the larger parts). 
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devices on the conventional board is constrained by a performance specification and 

should be kept constant, then the ratios, CR and SR, would be kept constant to maintain 

the same relative placement for the printed circuit board application (i.e., the relative 

locations of parts may be important to the performance and/or functionality of the 

system). These ratios were used to determine the minimum allowable and maximum 

likely allowable board area for a particular fix board size. These maximum and minimum 

board areas were found by multiplying each ratio, CR and SR, by the total surface 

assembly area required for the “Allow board shrinkage solution”, (27).   

The system cost at the minimum and maximum board size was determined by 

varying the embedded passive content for the system and allowing the fixed board size to 

vary. Figure 6-3 is the analysis corresponding to one of the points from Figure 6-1. 

Figure 6-3 shows an analysis of the fixed board size of 4.26 in2 on the system cost for the 

SENDO application and the possible ranges of board sizes that are attainable. In Figure 

6-3 it is observed that the fixed board area of 4.26 in2 and the allow board shrinkage 

solution area of 4.13 in2 are both greater than the maximum board area of 4.10 in2. This is 

due to the fact that the placement of passive devices (utilization of surface area) is not 

optimized for this particular case. It is also observed that the system cost at both the 

minimum and maximum board areas are much more than that of the “Allow board 

shrinkage solution” and the fixed board area solution. 
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    This increase in the system cost is a direct result of moving away from the 

optimal embedded content to obtain these board areas. The range between the minimum 

and maximum board areas is considered possible with “better” placement (i.e., better 

placement than the “Allow board shrinkage solution”) of all components, and the board 

areas below the minimum board area are considered improbably since they would require 

better placement than the conventional system.  

Similar to Figure 6-3, Figures 6-4 through 6-6 show the effect that the fixed board 

areas that produce 70 boards per panel have on the system cost and which of these areas 

are physically possible. In Figure 6-4 it is observed that the fixed board area of 4.11 in2 

has the same general characteristics as the fix board area of 4.26 in2 shown in Figure 6-3. 
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Figure 6-3: Effects of board size 4.26 inch2 on system cost for SENDO application (70 boards / panel) 
(AASB = 2.76 in2)  
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The differences are that the fixed board area of 4.11 in2 is much closer to the maximum 

board area and the system cost at the minimum and maximum board area are slightly 

greater in Figure 6-4. In Figure 6-5 the fixed board area of 3.97 in2 falls between the 

minimum and maximum board area. This means that better placement of all parts is 

required if this board area is going to be valid. It is also not possible to obtain the 

maximum board area in this case since for the GSM SENDO main board the total surface 

area required to have all parts surface mounted is 3.20 in2 which is less than the 

maximum board area of 4.10 in2, therefore there is no system cost at the maximum board 

area. 
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Figure 6-4: Effects of board size 4.11 inch2 on system cost for SENDO application (70 boards/ panel) 
(AASB = 2.76 in2) 
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 The system cost at the minimum board area is observed to be higher than that 

found in Figures 6-3 and 6-4. In Figure 6-6 it is shown that the fixed board area of 3.83 

in2 falls into the improbable range of board areas. It also shows that when the board area 

of 3.83 in2 was allowed to vary by varying the embedded content the minimum board 

area was not attainable.  

The ratio analysis was conducted for all the SENDO fixed board areas presented 

in Figure 6-1. This ratio analysis is depicted in Figure 6-7 where the conventional board 

ratio (CR) and the allow board shrinkage ratio (SR) are shown. This analysis shows that 

only a few of the board areas from Figure 6-1 actually fall within the possible range of 

board area that can be manufactured.  
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Figure 6-5: Effects of board size 3.97 inch2 on system cost for SENDO application (70 boards/ panel)
(AASB = 2.76 in2) 
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 Figure 6-8 provides an example of how a placement ratio that is less than that of 

the conventional system can be obtained.  For the most part, the embeddable passive 

devices are much smaller than the non-embeddable devices and the possibility of getting 

a smaller placement ratio is dependent on the placement of embeddable passive devices 
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Figure 6-6: Effects of board size 3.83 inch2 on system cost for SENDO application (70 boards/ panel)
(AASB = 2.76 in2) 
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on the surface of the original board. Figure 6-8b demonstrates one of the cases in which it 

may be possible to obtain a smaller ratio than that of the conventional system. 

 

Figure 6-9 is a duplicate of Figure 6-1 illustrating the board areas that are 

impossible based on the ratio analysis described above. The improbable solutions, 

possible with better placement solutions, and the possible solutions are also highlighted.  

Conventional placement Embedded placement

Embedding of 

smaller passives

In this case the ratio for the conventional placement is smaller than that of the 
embedded placement since more of the assembly area is utilized in the 
conventional case and the board area remains the same.

l

w

l

w

 
Figure 6-8a: Possibility of getting a ratio that is greater than the conventional ratio 

Conventional placement Embedded placement

Embedding of 

smaller passives

l*=l – (length of embedded passive + assembly spacing)                
w*=w-(width of embedded passive + assembly spacing)

In this case it is possible that the ratio for embedded placement is smaller than 
that of the conventional placement since the board area in the embedded case is 
reduced by embedding the smaller passives devices.

l

w

l*

w*

Figure 6-8b: Possibility of getting a ratio that is less than that of the convention ratio 
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Figure 6-9: Possible and impossible board areas for the SENDO GSM application main board 

The NEMI Hand-Held product sector emulator was analyzed using the same 

method as the SENDO GSM cell phone main board. Figure 6-10 shows the effects of 

board size on system cost for the NEMI Hand-Held product sector. In Figure 6-10 it is 

shown that the number of layers varies making the board area versus cost relationship for 

the NEMI Hand-Held board much more dynamic than the SENDO board (the number of 

layers never varied for the SENDO board). All the points that are not labeled as 8 layers 

in Figure 6-10 are 6 layers13. Figure 6-10 shows that as the layer count increases, the 

system cost increases; and as the number of boards produced per panel increases the 

system cost decreases.  This variation in layer count is primarily due to the large number 

of embeddable resistors that are present in this system. It was observed that when the 

number of layers increased the embedded content also varied. With the increase in 

                                                 
13 The layer count changes based on the amount of wiring needed to interconnect the parts.  The amount of 
wiring available is a function of the area of board, the layer count, and the board area blocked by embedded 
passives.  See Section 2.1.2 for an explanation of the model used to determine the layer count. 
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number of layers available there is an increase in the space available for routing 

embedded resistors and non-bypass capacitors. This variation in embedded content did 

not occur in the SENDO GSM application, which only showed a variation in the 

embedded content for the “Allow board shrinkage solution” area and the board areas of 

2.01 in2 and 2.12 in2.  

Figures 6-11 through 6-14 show the effect of various fixed board sizes on system 

cost for the NEMI Hand-Held product sector emulator. Similar to the analysis done in the 

SENDO application, this analysis examines the feasibility of the board sizes that are 

shown in Figure 6-10. Figure 6-11 shows the effect of the board area 4.47 in2 on the 

system cost for the NEMI Hand-Held application. In Figure 6-11 it is shown that the fix 

board area of 4.47 in2 falls within the possible range of board sizes for this system and it 

is slightly higher in cost than the “Allow board shrinkage solution”. It is also shown that 

the “Allow board shrinkage solution” board area is the same as the maximum board area.  
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Figure 6-12 shows the effect of the fixed board size 4.26 in2 on the system cost 

for the NEMI application. In Figure 6-12 it is shown that the fixed board area of 4.26 in2 

solution falls between the minimum and maximum board area, which is the region that is 

possible with better placement of surface mount devices. It is also shows that the system 

cost for allow board shrinkage solution and the fix board area solution cost is the same 

($33.09). This is due to the fact that both areas have the same embedded.  For this fixed 

board size and embedded content solution it is not possible to attain the maximum board 

area therefore there is no system cost at maximum board area.  

Figure 6-13 shows the effect of board size 4.06 in2 on system cost for the NEMI 

Hand-Held Emulator application. In Figure 6-13 the fixed board area is the same as the 

minimum board area, which means that with better placement it is possible to find a 

solution that will maintain the placement layout of the conventional system. Similarly to 

the fixed board area of 4.26 in2 it is not possible to attain the maximum board area for the 
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fixed board size of 4.06 in2.  

A ratio analysis was done for the NEMI Hand-Held product sector application 

using the fixed board areas that where analyzed in Figure 6-10. The results of this 

analysis can be seen in Figure 6-14. In Figure 6-14 it is shown that only a few board areas 

smaller than the “Allow board shrinkage solution” area are within the possible range with 
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Figure 6-12: Effects of board size 4.26 in2 on system cost for NEMI Hand-Held application (70 
boards/ panel) (AASB = 3.04 in2) 
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better placement (4.06 in2 to 4.27 in2). In this Figure all the board areas that are not 

labeled as having 8 layers have 6 layers. It also shows that the ratios are sensitive to the 

number of layers in the system. When the number of layers required to route the system 

increases the ratio decreases.   Figure 6-15 shows the possible and impossible board areas 

for the NEMI Hand-Held application. The ratios that fall within the impossible range 

from Figure 6-14 are used to determine the areas highlighted as impossible in Figure 6-

15. In Figure 6-15 it is observed that the impossible areas begin above the minimum 

board size allowed. This Figure also highlights the improbable solutions, the solution 

with better placement and the possible solutions for this analysis. It is shown that the 

possible solution begins on the “Allow board shrinkage solution”.  
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6.2 General Insights Gained 

The analysis performed in this chapter has provided significant insight into the 

size limitations of applications using embedded passive technology.  Relevant measures 

that can be used to describe the regions of applicability of the design optimization are the 

ratios illustrated in Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-14 and represented by (25) and (26). Four 

ratio regions were identified: the impossible region, the improbable region, the region 

possible with better placement, and the possible region.   

In this analysis it has been shown that the “Allow board shrinkage solution” (the 

“optimum” solution methodology developed in Chapter 4) represents the minimum 

system cost within the region possible with better placement and the possible region. If 

systems have placement ratios that fall within the improbable region then, it is possible to 

obtain system costs that are less than that of the “Allow board shrinkage solution”, 

however given that the passives that are embedded are much smaller than the non-

embeddable parts, better placement solutions (smaller placement ratio) is considered 
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improbable. Smaller placement ratios (ratios within the improbable region) can only be 

attained if the layout specification for the conventional system is ignored and the 

placement of non-embeddable parts are optimized to render a greater packaging density 

than that of the conventional system – performance and functionality constraints may not 

allow this.   

The analysis has also shown that the system size limitation when embedded 

passives are used is not only dependent on the quantity, type, and electrical properties 

(capacitance and resistance) of the embeddable components but is, in fact, more 

dependent on layout specifications and the placement of the non-embeddable parts. From 

the analysis performed in this chapter it is evident that the optimum system cost solution 

presented in Chapters 4 and 5 does not generally result in the minimum possible size for 

the system. This analysis shows that it is possible to attain smaller board areas for a 

printed circuit board application if the possibility of better placement of surface mount 

devices is considered. It also shows that when the layer count increases, the packaging 

density increases thus providing a better (smaller) placement ratio for the system since 

more passives can be embedded on a smaller board area, however this better placement 

ratio comes at a higher system cost due to the layer addition. This analysis shows that 

even though the optimum solution from Chapter 4 does in fact provide the minimum 

system cost (under the placement constraints summarized in the preceding paragraph) it 

does not provide the minimum size. This is due to the fact that the optimization of the 

layout of parts on the surface of the system is not considered within the methodology 

described in this dissertation.  
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6.3 Application-specific insights gained  

It was also observed in this analysis that the ratio of the fix board area for the 

NEMI Hand-Held (Figure 6-14) is not linear with respect to the board area as was 

observed in Figure 6-7 for the SENDO application. This is due to the fact that the 

SENDO system does not have enough embeddable resistors (even if they are all 

embedded) to ever demand an additional layer pair for routing. The Chapter 4 

optimization work produces a better solution in the case of the NEMI Hand-Held product 

sector emulator than in the case of the SENDO GSM cell phone application. This is 

evident when comparing the “Allow board shrinkage solution” for both cases. In the 

SENDO case the “Allow board shrinkage solution” area is greater than the maximum 

board area (27), whereas in the case of the NEMI Hand-Held application the “Allow 

board shrinkage solution” area is the same as that of the maximum board area. The reason 

for this is that the NEMI Hand-Held application has more embeddable passive 

components than the SENDO application (more generally, the NEMI Hand-Held 

application has a higher embeddable resistor density). Because there are more 

embeddable parts to embed (per unit area), it is possible to clear out a bigger fraction of 

the surface area of the board size. This, in effect, results in better placement of parts for 

the “Allow board shrinkage solution” in the NEMI case.  Figure 6-16 demonstrates the 

effective better placement that is attainable by embedding passives. In the conventional 

placement it is observed that the non-embeddable parts are spaced out much further from 

each other due to the placement of the embeddable passives on the surface. In the 

embedded placement case, all the embeddable passives are embedded and the non-

embeddable components are placed much closer to each other allowing the board size to 
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shrink making better use of the available space, which results in a higher packaging 

density than that observed in the conventional placement.  This results in smaller 

placement ratio for the embedded case.  Stated more generally, the higher the 

embeddable passive density (embeddable passives per unit area), the greater the 

probability that embedding those passives will improve the placement, i.e., maintain a 

ratio within the region possible with better placement or decrease the ratio to the 

improbable region.  
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l*=l – (length of embedded passive + assembly spacing)                
w*=w-(width of embedded passive + assembly spacing)

Figure 6-16: Effective better placement by embedding passives 
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CHAPTER 7 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS   

This chapter summarizes the work that has been conducted in this research effort. 

It then lists the significant research contributions of this work and presents the direction 

and opportunities for future work to improve on the modeling of embedded passive 

technology. The chapter ends with some concluding remarks on the new model 

developed in this research and its applicability within the embedded passive printed 

circuit board industry.   

7.1 Summary   

This research developed a new and more comprehensive approach to modeling 

the economic impact of embedding resistors and capacitors in printed circuit boards than 

the existing models that are presently utilized by industry. To this end a model has been 

developed that captures the size and cost effects of embedding passives in printed circuit 

boards (Chapter 2). The results of applying this model to several example boards have 

been discussed in Chapter 3, which demonstrates key tradeoffs and competing effects that 

are inherent in the embedded passive process. These results also show that the economics 

of the embedded passive technology is application specific. The Chapter 2 model has also 

been implemented as a Java Applet, which is available on the web and has been used by 

the members of the Advanced Embedded Passives Technology Consortium to perform 

size/cost analysis on various system applications and by the NEMI Passive Components 

committee in preparation of the NEMI technology roadmaps, [35]. Chapter 4 

demonstrates the use of the model for finding the optimal (lowest cost) solution for 

embedding resistors and capacitors in a system. The optimization analysis has been 

demonstrated on a simple case that involves embedding 2 distinct types of embeddable 
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resistors. Chapter 5 demonstrates the use of the new model developed in this research on 

a SENDO M550 GSM mobile phone main board and compares the results with that of 

the existing simple models, thus illustrating the areas and conditions in which the two 

modeling approaches diverge. Chapter 6 studies the effects of board size on system cost.   

7.2 Contributions of this Work  

This work has performed a detail assessment of embedded passives in printed 

circuit boards by developing a robust size/cost model and using it to perform size/cost 

tradeoff analyses that are inherent within the embedded passive technology. This research 

has developed the most complete embedded passive size/cost model in the world to date 

accommodating the analysis of mixed real systems, manufacturing yields and data 

uncertainties. This work has introduced a new method for relative routing analysis/layer 

pair calculation and performs profit margin calculations via throughput analysis. It has 

demonstrated that it is possible to optimize embedded passive content for application-

specific printed circuit board applications. The analysis performed in this research 

provides the limits of miniaturization that is attainable during the embedded passive 

process for printed circuit boards by identifying the role that layout constraints play in 

obtaining minimum cost solutions.   

7.3 Discussion of Modeling Work and Modeling Contributions  

The embedded passive system size/cost model developed in this research utilizes 

a top-down parametric cost estimating approach. The model developed involves the 

following steps:   

1. Break the system into its elements, including component sizing, board sizing, 

wiring specification and layer calculation.   
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2. Estimate the labor, capital, and resource requirements imposed for each element 

in the system.   

3. Construction of the subsystem costs from the requirements imposed on each 

subsystem. The system models are used to assist in cost estimating, and they 

include models of the manufacturing process: assembly, test, rework, throughput, 

and board sizing.   

4. The system costs are determined by aggregating the subsystem costs.   

This is a predictive modeling process, using physical models to predict the characteristics 

of the cost incurring activities in the system (sometimes this type of model is referred to 

as a “technical cost model” [37]).    

The global contributions enabled by the new model are discussed in Section 7.3. 

This section summarizes the specific modeling contributions.  The embedded passive cost 

model developed takes into consideration a number of critical modeling effects that 

previous models have not accounted for. These modeling effects include:   

• The new model accounts for the yield of both discrete passive components and 

the variation in board yield due to embedding passives. These yields significantly 

affect the cost of the system by directly impacting the embedded passive layer 

pair cost and the assembly and rework cost associated with the conventional 

passive technology.   

• The new model accounts for the effects of routing (wiring) on the number of layer 

pairs required when embedding resistors and capacitors. An increase or decrease 

in the number of layer pairs directly increases or decreases the embedded passive 

system cost.   
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• The new model accounts for the potential decreases in throughput for embedded 

passive board fabrication. A decreased throughput (when fabricating boards with 

embedded passives) will require the embedded passive board manufacturer to 

increase the embedded passive board profit margin in order to obtain the same 

profit (per unit time) experienced when manufacturing conventional boards. This 

increase in profit margin directly increases the price of the embedded passive 

system.     

• The new model accommodates real mixed systems (multiple embedding 

technologies used in the same board, and resistors and capacitors embedded at the 

same time).   

• The new model accounts for the potentially significant uncertainties present in 

some of the input data. It is impossible to obtain a complete dataset where every 

property is known exactly. Therefore, both inputs and solutions must take the 

form of probability distributions.   

This new model has been used within an optimization environment that enables 

the optimum mix of resistors and capacitor values to be determined for specific electronic 

system applications.  The model has been exercised and validated using a series of 

example systems provided by members of the NIST Advanced Embedded Passives 

Consortium (specifically Nortel), Boeing, and StorageTek.  The basic operation of the 

optimization process has also been validated via comparison with searches of the entire 

design space for various printed circuit board applications.   

The additional effects included within the new model have been analyzed to 

determine when and how they impact the cost/size tradeoff by comparing the existing 
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simple model and the new model. This was done by implementing both embedded 

passives modeling approaches and testing them on a SENDO M550 GSM mobile phone 

main board. This model comparison included the detail optimization analysis of a real 

system with multiple distinct types of embeddable devices.   

7.3 Discussion of Global Contributions   

This section summarizes the conclusions and contributions associated with using 

the new model. Today, designers who are considering including embedded passives in 

their boards use the simplified modeling approach discussed in Section 2.1.1 that consists 

of the following three steps: 1) reduce the system cost by the purchase price and 

conversion costs associated with the replaced discrete passives, 2) reduce the board size 

by the sum of the layout areas associated with the replaced discrete passives and 

determine the new number of boards on the panel, and 3) determine the new board cost 

based on a higher per unit area cost for the embedded passive panel fabrication and the 

new number-up computed in step 2. This simplified modeling approach is being used in 

decision making today and potentially impacts millions of dollars worth of product 

containing embedded passives. Figure 7-1 illustrates that by 2010 embedded passives will 

account for approximately 10 percent of the market share of passive components (or $2.6 

billion). Therefore it is becoming critical that accurate and well understood decision 

support models be used in determining the embedded passive content in systems and in 

analyzing the system size and cost impacts for embedded passive technology. The 

existing approaches for embedded passives assessment omit many potentially significant 

effects that have been included within the new model developed herein.  To enable more 

effective embedded passive decision making, three primary contributions from this work 
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have been identified – they are discussed below.   

7.3.1 Contribution #1: General Result for the Economics of Embedding Bypass 

Capacitors   

The new model has been used to generalized bypass capacitor results by modeling 

the effects of bypass capacitor material properties (cost and capacitance) on bypass 

capacitor breakeven density to determine the density of capacitors at which it becomes 

cost effective to use embedded capacitors for a specific application. Section 3.1.4 and 

Figure 3-9 provides an analysis of generalized bypass capacitor results for specific board 

applications. The results (for a range of different applications) indicate that for dielectric 

systems with ~10 nF/in2 the application must have 7-10 embeddable bypass capacitors 

per square inch or more for it to be cost effective to replace discrete bypass capacitors 

with embedded bypass capacitors.  Within the range of required capacitor densities, as 

the panelization efficiency (panel area occupied by boards divided by the overall panel 

Embedded Passives

These numbers represent the rectangular body size of 
surface mounted passives in mils (thousandths of an inch). 
For example 0805 represents a surface mount passive of 
size 80 mils x 50 mils.

Embedded Passives

These numbers represent the rectangular body size of 
surface mounted passives in mils (thousandths of an inch). 
For example 0805 represents a surface mount passive of 
size 80 mils x 50 mils.

Figure 7-1: Estimated growth rate of embedded passives compared with other packaging
technologies [10] 
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area) decreases, a higher embeddable bypass capacitor density is needed to breakeven. 

This is primarily due to the reduction in dielectric wastage, higher panelization 

efficiency, less wasted expensive dielectric material.   

7.3.2 Contribution #2: Determining and Demonstrating the Advantages of Optimizing 

Embedded Passive Content   

The current approach to determining embedding passive content (i.e., simple rules 

of thumb) do not always result in optimal decisions, i.e., minimization of system cost. For 

example, one of these simple rules is to embed every discrete resistor that is embeddable 

from the conventional printed circuit board. The SENDO M550 GSM cell phone case 

study presented in Chapter 5 Table 5-2 shows that by embedding all embeddable passive 

devices within the simple model the board manufacture cost is not optimal. In the new 

model it is observed that both embedding all embeddable passives and not embedding 

any embeddable passive does not provide the optimal manufacture cost for the system. 

The optimal manufacture cost for the SENDO GSM application demonstrates a saving of 

$2.06 for each board manufactured ($34.43 - $32.37). Saving $2 in the manufacture cost 

for a cell phone main board would result in a very significant increased profit and/or 

increased market share.    

It is also important to note that if the simple existing modeling approach (without 

inclusion of the additional effects considered in this dissertation) was used to consider the 

optimal embedding passives in the example above, a different conclusion would be 

reached.  Using the existing model, the optimal solution occurs when all the resistors ≤50 

kΩare embedded (14 resistors as opposed to only 6 resistors in the new model). When the 

new model is used to analyze the optimal embedded content realized by the existing 
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model we see an increase of $0.70 above the optimal solution realized in the simple 

model - a much different answer that would lead to a different embedding decision.     

Detailed size/cost tradeoff analyses show that the system size limitation when 

embedded passives are used is not only dependent on the quantity, type, and electrical 

properties (capacitance and resistance) of the embeddable components, but is, in fact, 

more dependent on layout specifications and the placement of the non-embeddable parts.   

7.3.3 Contribution #3: Determining the Applicability and Limitations of the Existing 

Modeling Approaches   

The new model develop in this research increases the accuracy and robustness of 

analyzing the cost of embedding resistors and capacitors into a printed circuit board thus 

saving the printed circuit board industry and the system integrators considerable money 

when applying embedded passive technology.  The new model also demonstrates the 

relationship between the throughput and profit margin, which is critical information for 

the board manufacturer when considering the embedded passive technology. This 

throughput and profit margin relationship is discussed in detail in Section 2.1.3. In 

Section 5.2 the economic analysis from the new model and the existing model for the 

SENDO M550 GSM phone main board are compared and discussed. This example 

application clear demonstrated that critical information was missing in the existing 

model, e.g., the surface plot from Figure 5-4 shows the effects of layer pair 

decrease/increase and at what combination and quantity of embeddable resistors 

embedded the layer pair decreases/increases, this information is not present in Figure 5-5 

due to the absence of routing analysis in the existing model. This case demonstrates that 

the existing model produces an erroneous answer since it identifies that the optimal 
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solution lies in an area where the new model has detected an increase in the number of 

layer pairs required. In this case, this increase in layer pair count results in an increase of 

system cost at the optimal solution in the existing model by $0.70. The SENDO board 

analysis demonstrates that the optimal solution obtained using the existing model can be 

misleading and therefore lead to poor design decisions.    

7.4 Future Work   

Embedding passives in printed circuit boards is a growing market opportunity that 

is expected to keep evolving over the next few years. Therefore more analysis is needed 

in order to fully understand the market potential of the technology. In this regard 

performance and size optimization of printed circuit boards with embedded passive 

should be considered in future studies.   

7.4.1 Switching noise analysis   

The primary function of bypass capacitors is to manage switching noise that is 

inherent in printed circuit boards. However, the connection inductance of surface 

mounted bypass capacitors limits their effectiveness in managing switching noise. This 

results in a need for more bypass capacitors to realize a certain level of switching noise 

control. In the case of embedded bypass capacitors the connection inductance is 

minimized through the elimination of individual bypass capacitor terminals, therefore 

less bypass capacitance is required to obtain the same level of switching noise 

management in the printed circuit board. This would result in waste reduction of 

expensive bypass capacitor material which transmits to cost savings in the embedded 

passive board manufacture. As of this time, no analysis has been done to determine when 

the acceptable switching noise level is achieved when embedding bypass capacitors.    
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7.4.2 Optimization of resistive material selection   

The analysis done so far has utilized a fixed material resistivity for embedding 

resistors. In reality there are various resistive materials available each having an 

associated cost, resistivity and performance characteristics. Based on the application of 

the printed circuit board it would be possible to optimize the selection of resistive 

material.   

7.4.3 Trim/no trim decisions and reworks consideration   

In the research conducted all the embedded resistors are trimmed. This analysis 

does not take into consideration the high cost of the laser trimming equipment. It is also 

did not take into consideration the possibility of reworking defective embedded resistors 

prior to the board fabrication process. An assessment of the resistor trim and rework 

processes and its economic consideration along with a trim and rework model can be 

found in [25]. The model discussed in [25] could be merged with the model developed in 

this research to provide a much clearer picture of the economics of an embedded passive 

application to the decision makers.    

7.4.4 Conversion of double-sided printed circuit board to single-sided printed circuit 

board   

The analysis performed in this research has not accounted for the embedding of 

passives in double-sided printed circuit board (parts mounted on both sides) that may lead 

to the ability to convert these boards to single-sided printed circuit boards (parts only 

mounted on one side). The embedding of passive devices frees up valuable real estate on 

the surface of printed circuit board.  By embedding passives devices it is possible to free 

up enough space on a double-sided printed circuit board to accommodate all the 
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remaining non-embeddable devices on a single-sided printed circuit board, thus 

eliminating the manufacturing cost associated with double-sided printed circuit board 

assembly. This analysis would enhance the capabilities of performing embedded passive 

economic analysis.   

7.4.5 Determining the best optimization method   

The optimizing of embedded content was accomplished via the use of a genetic 

algorithm optimization method.  It was not within the scope of the dissertation to 

determine the “best” optimization method to use.  Different optimization methods should 

be explored in the future to determine whether there is a better suited optimization 

method for the optimizing of embedded content for an electronic system.    
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Appendix B – Embedded/Integrated Passives Cost Analysis Software   

This software was developed jointly by the NIST Advanced Embedded Passives 

Consortium and the CALCE Electronic Products and Systems Consortium at the 

University of Maryland and is supported by the Electronic Systems Cost Modeling 

Laboratory (ESCML).   

This model delivers an application-specific economic analysis of the conversion 

of discrete passive components (resistors and capacitors) to integral passives that are 

embedded within a printed circuit board and to integrated passives (IPDs). The model 

performs three basic analyses:   

1) Board size analysis is used to determine board sizes, layer counts, and the number 

of boards that can be fabricated on a panel;   

2) Panel fabrication cost modeling including a cost of ownership model is used to 

determine the impact of throughput changes associated with fabricating integral 

passive panels; and   

3) Assembly modeling is used to determine the cost of assembling all discrete 
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components, and their associated inspection and rework.   

Details of the model formulations and examples produced using the model can be found 

in [5], [36].   

The following are the model features:   

• Supports resistor, capacitor, and mixed resistor and capacitor embedding   

• Board fabrication throughput treated via profit margins   

• Bypass and non-bypass capacitors supported   

• Board re-sizing (option to fix or float)   

• Routing estimation (board layer requirements)   

• Board panelization (homogeneous layout only)   

• Discrete passive yields   

• Discrete passive assembly costs and yields   

• Discrete passive assembly rework   

• Supports full Monte Carlo uncertainty analysis   

• Supports local file system Save and Load   

• Includes plotting and printing   

• Includes help page defining all input fields   
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The following figures illustrate the software model interface and a few of its 

capabilities.   

 

 

 

 

Figure B-1: Software conventional board input interface showing the capabilities of assigning
probability distributions to input values. 
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Figure B-2: Software Discrete Passives interface. The assignment of the characteristics for each distinct
passive type is inserted for analysis. 
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Figure B-3: Embedded passive board input interface illustrating the capabilities of loading
examples and controlling the solution. 
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Figure B-4: Software Analysis Results interface illustrating the various types of results and
results analysis that are attainable 
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Appendix C – Input and Output Variables for the Panel Trimming 
Model   
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Figure C-1: Laser trimming equipment utility distribution 

The equipment utility distribution pie chart shown in Figure C-1 was generated by 

utilizing the panel trimming model discussed in  [38] and the inputs provided in this 

appendix. This pie chart illustrates the percentage of time allocated to the five major 

activities performed by the laser trimming machine for the trimming of embedded 

resistors. From this illustration it is shown that the actual trimming activity of an 

embedded resistor gets the smallest fraction of time.  
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Appendix D – Implementation of Multi-Population Genetic Algorithm   

The first step to implementing the MPGA is to define the objective function and 

its constraints. Picking the initial guess value, which can be any value within the initial 

population, follows this step. The number of control steps (N) is determined for the 

specified problem. This is usually the total number of decision variables (NVAR) within 

the option space of the problem. The decision variables are bounded within the 

population range, limiting the maximum control input, at any time-step, to the maximum 

population size (MPS). Each decision variable is then described by using the MatLab 

matrix replication function, rep, with each descriptor being assigned to a description 

matrix called FieldD. The description matrix is constructed in MatLab using the 

following commands:  

NVAR = N; 

RANGE = [0; MPS]; 

FieldD = rep(RANGE,[1,NVAR]); 

The parameters to be defined for executing the MPGA are given below; 

Generation gap (GGAP) 

Crossover rate (XOVR) 

Mutation rate (MUTR) 

Maximum number of generations (MAXGEN) 

Insertion rate (INSR) 

Number of subpopulations (SUBPOP) 

Migration rate (MIGR) 

Number of generations / migration (MIGGEN) 
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Number of individuals / subpopulation (NIND) 

Where GGAP specifies the fraction of the population to be reproduced, INSR specifies 

the number of individuals that will be reinserted into the population after each generation 

and MIGR specifies the rate of migration between subpopulations. Each subpopulation 

will contain a specified number of individuals, NIND. 

The initial population is obtained by using the Genetic Algorithm Toolbox function, 

crtrp, which creates real-valued initial population when the generation counter, gen, is set 

to zero: 

Chrom = crtrp(SUBPOP*NIND,FieldD); 

gen = 0; 

This consists of SUBPOP × NIND individuals with individual decision variables 

chosen uniformly at random in the range specified by FieldD. The Chrom matrix contains 

all of the subpopulations and the objective function values for all the individuals in all the 

subpopulations. Using the MatLab feval command the objective function is evaluated 

with all the remaining parameters as its input arguments. The objective function is then 

passed through the generation loop where the fitness value is evaluated and the process of 

selection; crossover, mutation, migration, and reinsertion are computed. When this is 

completed the generation counter is incremented and the generation loop is revisited. 

This process continues until the generation counter reaches the set maximum number of 

generations assigned to the problem, MAXGEN. At that point the program is terminated 

yielding the optimization results.  
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 GLOSSARY  

Active Part Additive  A part that provides amplification or power gain. 

Additive In the context of this dissertation additive refers to 

adding material onto the inner layer of a substrate to 

form an embedded resistor of specified value. 

Bypass capacitor  A capacitor that releases a stored electrical charge to 

the power distribution system whenever a transient 

voltage spike occurs. Bypass capacitors provide a low 

impedance supply, thereby minimizing the noise 

generated by switching outputs of a system. 

Conversion Cost  The handling, storage and assembly costs associated 

with a discrete component. 

Cycle Time  The time that elapses from the beginning to the end of a 

process or subprocess. 

Discrete Passive  A single passive element in a leaded or surface mount 

package. 

Embedded Passive  A passive device that is buried in the substrate material. 

Also referred to as an integral passive. 

Fanout   A measure of the ability of a logic gate, implemented 

electronically, to drive further logic gates. In the 

context of this dissertation, fanout is one less than the 

number of pins connected together by a net 

Integrated Passive  Multiple passive elements of more that one function 
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and possibly a few active elements within a common 

package. 

Interdeparture Time Time elapse between completed products. 

IO   Number of pins connectors that are present in the 

surface mount devices. 

Layer Pair  A layer of dielectric with patterned conductors on both 

sides. 

Monte Carlo   A means of statistical evaluation of mathematical 

functions using random samples. 

NEMI National Electronic Manufacturing Initiative 

Net Electrical connection between a group of two or more 

component pins. 

Non-Negative Control A constraint put in place in order to prevent the 

objective cost function from having negative values 

when subjected to the optimization environment. 

Number-up The number of boards produced on a panel. 

Panel A flat, rectangular piece of laminated resin on which 

printed circuit boards are formed. 

Passive Component Electrical components that do not provide amplification 

or gain, e.g., resistors, capacitors, and inductors. 

Profit Margin Earnings express as a percentage of revenue, i.e., the 

percentage of sales the company has left over as profit 

after paying all expenses. 
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Routing Conductor paths for connecting all electronic 

components in a printed circuit board. 

Subtractive In the context of this dissertation subtractive refers to 

the etching out of resistive material from a dedicated 

layer pair to form individual resistors. 

Surface Mount A circuit board packaging technique in which the leads 

(pins) on the chip and components are soldered on top 

of the board, not through it.  

Trimming The value adjustment of embedded resistors by 

performing specific cuts within the resistive material to 

scale up the resistor to the desired resistive value. 

Via A vertical connection in a printed circuit board that is 

filled or plated with a conductor that touches (and 

connects) the conductor patterns on both sides of the 

printed circuit board. 
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